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ABSTRACT
Faunal structure is described fo r the planktonic molluscs of the
Middle A tla n tic Bight based on two years of seasonal data from the
continental sh e lf. Comparisons are made with data from the Chesapeake
Bay and the continental sh e lf, slope, and ris e in the v ic in ity of
Norfolk Canyon and with a lim ited oceanic data s e t. Collection and
taxa groups are constructed using numerical c la s s ific a tio n and
reciprocal averaging ordination. Discriminant analysis is used to
r e la te surface collection groups to physical variables, then taxa
group d istrib u tio n among these collection groups is analyzed by nodal
f id e li t y analysis. The areal d istrib u tio n of dominant species is
presented by season, as is th e ir surface tem perature-salinity
d is trib u tio n .
Four communities are recognized on the continental sh e lf. A
sub-arctic community, including Limacina retroversa, Paedoclione
d o liifo rm is , and Clione lim acina, is advected down the central shelf
region from the northeast. A Gulf Stream community of weak vertic al
migrators, including Limacina tro chiform is, Cavolinia lo n g iro s tris ,
Creseis v irg u la , Atlanta peroni, A. qaudichaudi, is introduced onto
the shelf in occasional intrusions across the shelf-edge fro n t. A
depth-lim ited warm water community of strong vertic al migrators,
including Limacina i n f la t a , J_. bulimoides, L. lesu eu ri, and Cavolinia
in flexa is generally confined offshore of the 100 m isobath because
the extent of th e ir d aily v e rtic a l migration is greater than the
bottom depths on the continental sh e lf. A coastal community,
including the larvae of Loligo pealei and of Ensis directus is found
in coastal water of local origin and is generally confined within a
coastal boundary layer.
The zooplankton community of the continental slope and ris e is
more complex than that of the continental s h e lf. Euneustonic species
and non-migrators are excluded from the shelf by offshore surface
d r i f t whereas meso- and bathypelagic species are excluded by reduced
bottom depths.
Coastal shelf species are transported into the bottom waters on
the eastern side of Chesapeake Bay.
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INTRODUCTION

The hydrography of the Middle A tlantic Bight is very complex.
Patterns of flow and mixing of estuarine and oceanic waters are
influenced by seasonally diverse meteorological events in the im
mediate area (Beardsley, Boicourt, and Hansen 1976; Welch and Ruzecki
1979), variable runoff (Bumpus 1969; Bishop and Overland 1977), the
movement of anticyclonic, warm core Gulf Stream rings along the
continental slope (Saunders 1971; Ruzecki 1979), and perhaps the
breaking of internal waves on the upper slope (Bowman 1977).

These

factors make determination of the origins and fates of water masses on
the shelf based only on th e ir physical characteristics d if f ic u lt and
have led investigators to propose co n flictin g hypotheses on the causes
fo r structure commonly observed in the physical regime of the area.
Because the horizontal d istrib u tio n of zooplankton species is
largely dependent on the d r i f t of the waters in which they liv e , the
study of zooplankton community ecology is intim ately related to the
study of circulation and of water mass origins and fate s.

Although

most species migrate v e r tic a lly and may pass through more than one
water mass, i t has been possible in many oceanic areas to use zoo
plankton species as biological water mass tracers (Hida 1957; Fager
and McGowan 1963; Chen and Be 1964; Chen and Hillman 1970) p a rtic 
u larly when they are studied at a specified period during the day
2
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(Haagensen 1976).

The complexity of a planktonic community is

increased by the tendency of some species, p artic u larly those at
higher trophic levels, to v e rtic a lly migrate.

The structure of an

oceanic zooplankton community transported onto the continental shelf
would therefore be expected to change in response to the r e la tiv e ly
shallow bottom depths, shallower than the maximum depths to which some
species migrate d a ily , as well as changes in temperature and s a lin ity
resulting from modification of the host water masses.
Planktonic molluscs are appropriate to the study of zooplankton
community ecology because they comprise a heterogeneous assemblage.
Included are the holoplanktonic thecosomes, gymnosomes, and hetero
pods, meroplanktonic larvae and juveniles of both pelagic and demersal
cephalopods, meroplanktonic larvae o f benthic gastropods and bivalves,
and a few specialized neustonic gastropod genera such as Janthina and
G1aucus, as well as species inhabitating Sargassum.

One or more of

these groups can be encountered anywhere in the marine environment.
Several trophic levels are represented by planktonic molluscs,
which form a complex portion of the marine food web.

Veligers and

some thecosomes are c ilia r y feeders (F re tte r 1967; Chanley 1968;
Morton 1954) while other thecosome species construct mucous strands
and webs which may also be of importance to other taxa as sources of
food and pelagic substrate (Gilmer 1974).

Gymnosomes prey on theco

somes ( L a lli 1970) as do a tla n tid heteropods, which also feed on
gastropod veligers (Thiriot-Quievreux 1973).

Other heteropods eat

gelatinous zooplankton (Hamner, Madin, Alldredge, Gilmer, and Hamner
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1975) and possibly are also active predators o f crustaceans and fish
(Spoel 1976), as are planktonic cephalopods (Boletzky 1974).

Janthina

and Glaucus prey on neustonic siphonophores (Bayer 1963; B ieri 1966).
Bivalve larvae form a major food source fo r many benthic and
pelagic estuarine and inshore species.

Thecosomes, gymnosomes and

heteropods are fed upon by offshore predators, many of which are
commercially important.

A large number of fis h , whale, seabird, and

squid species prey on small cephalopods.
Molluscs are an important component of the zooplankton.

Theco

somes were numerically dominant in 21.4% of sub-surface collections
made by the V irg in ia In s titu te of Marine Science in June 1976, from
continental shelf waters o f f New Jersey (Grant 1977a).

Pteropod ooze,

consisting prim arily of the remains of thecosomes and heteropods,
covers 1.5 x 106km2 of ocean bottom (Sverdrup, Johnson, and Fleming
1942).

Swarms of bivalve and gastropod veligers seasonally dominate

estuarine and inshore plankton (Jacobs 1978), although they are rarely
id e n tifie d below class le v e l.
The vertic al d istrib u tio n of planktonic molluscs which might be
expected in the Middle A tla n tic Bight ranges from euneustonic species
to bathypelagic pteropods and cephalopods.

Because of the close

proximity of the Labrador Current, warm core Gulf Stream rings, and
large estuaries, complex community interactions are to be expected in
the area.
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I have investigated the changes in zooplankton community
structure with respect to temperature, s a lin ity , bottom depth, and
season on the continental shelf of the Middle A tla n tic Bight by
studying the d is trib u tio n of planktonic molluscs on the shelf and
comparing i t with adjacent areas, including the Chesapeake Bay, the
continental slope and ris e in the v ic in ity of Norfolk Canyon, and to a
much more lim ited extent, the deep-sea between the Middle A tlan tic
Bight and Bermuda.

The d is trib u tio n of selected species was analyzed

with regard to circ u la tio n patterns and water mass o rig in .
S p e c ific a lly , I have attempted to answer the following questions:

Are

in te rs p e c ific associations of oceanic species altered when a
zooplankton community is transported onto the continental shelf?

Are

there consistent relationships between the zooplankton and the water
masses on the shelf?

Is there a permanent n e r itic boreal zooplankton

fauna in the Middle A tla n tic Bight or is th is actually a case of
seasonal influx?

Is the c ircu la tio n between estuaries and the

continental shelf reflected in the zooplankton community?
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Continental Shelf.

A two year baseline study of zooplankton in

the Middle A tlan tic Bight funded by the Bureau of Land Management,
U.S. Department of In te r io r , began in the f a ll of 1975 and was based
on the four quarterly cruises per year.

During the f i r s t year of the

study six 24 hour stations were occupied on a cross-shelf transect o ff
A tlan tic C ity , New Jersey, extending from shallow inshore waters to
the shelf break (Figure 1 ).

At each of these stations surface col

lections were made every three hours using a neuston frame, which
sampled to a depth of approximately 12 cm and was rigged with a
standard one meter 505 ym mesh net, and subsurface oblique tows were
made at night with 60 cm opening-closing bongo systems rigged with
both 202 ym and 505 ym mesh nets.

Volume filte r e d in the subsurface

collections was calculated from measurements made with General
Oceanics flow meters, as was the volume filte r e d in the surface
collections beginning with the th ird cruise.
During the second year two stations to the north and a second
transect of four stations o ff Wachapreague, V irg in ia , were added.
Three of the original station s, D l, N3, and F2, were shortened, with
two sub-surface samples and a single surface sample taken at night.
Three additional replicates of the subsurface tows were collected at

6
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stations A2, B5, and E3.
the f i r s t year.

Volumes filte r e d were monitored sim ilarly to

Surface temperature and s a lin ity were measured

concurrently with a ll surface samples.
Chesapeake Bay.

As part of the V irg in ia In s titu te of Marine

Science's Lower Chesapeake Bay Zooplankton Monitoring Program, cruises
were conducted during March and August 1978.

These sampling times

were based on previous determinations of peaks in zooplankton abun
dances in the lower Chesapeake Bay with a winter-spring zooplankton
community peak in March and a sunmer-fall community peak in August (G.
C. Grant, pers. comm.).

Each cruise sampled ten day and ten night

stations selected at random from a grid of several hundred possible
stations (Figure 2 ).

Collections from each station included an

oblique subsurface tow with a 60 cm bongo frame rigged with 202 pm and
333 ym mesh nets and a surface tow with a 1 m neuston frame rigged in
March 1978 with a 505 ym mesh net and in August 1978 with a 333 ym
mesh net.

Volumes f ilte re d fo r surface and subsurface samples were

monitored by General Oceanics flow meters and surface temperature and
s a lin ity were measured as described above.
Continental Slope and Rise.

In September 1975 and January 1976,

the V irg in ia In s titu te of Marine Science conducted cruises to the
v ic in ity of Norfolk Canyon in a National Science Foundation funded
study of demersal fis h communities in that area.

Zooplankton was

collected on these cruises a t stations randomly selected from strata
based on bottom depth (Figure 3 ).

At each station subsurface col

lections were made with an oblique tow of a 60 cm bongo frame rigged
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Figure 1

Continental Shelf Stations.

Open c irc le s ; f i r s t year;

Solid dots; second year.
Figure 2

Chesapeake Bay sampling grid from which day and night
stations were selected.
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Figure 3.

Area of the continental sh e lf, slope, and ris e sampled in
the v ic in ity o f Norfolk Canyon

Figure 4 .

Zooplankton stations occupied during oceanic cruise Cl
78-02.
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with 202 ym and 333 ym mesh nets and a surface sample was collected
with a i m

neuston frame rigged with a 202 ym mesh net.

Volumes

filte r e d fo r subsurface samples were monitored as described above, as
were surface temperature and s a lin ity .
Oceanic.

The V irgin ia In s titu te of Marine Science conducted a

National Science Foundation funded deep-sea trawling cruise from
Bermuda to Rhode Island to the Caryn Seamount to Norfolk during
February and March 1978 (Figure 4 ).

Plankton samples collected on

that cruise included discrete depth samples from within 200 m of the
bottom, oblique tows from bottom to surface, and a discrete depth tow
through the permanent thermocline using a modified Tucker trawl rigged
with a standard 1 m, 505 ym mesh net, and a transect of nine surface
collections from Bermuda to Rhode Island as well as ten other surface
collections made with a 1 m, 505 ym mesh neuston net.

Volumes

f ilte r e d were monitored by flow meter and surface temperature and
s a lin ity were measured concurrently with surface collections.
Sample Processing.

Immediately a fte r collection, a ll samples

were fixed in a 2-4% solution of formaldehyde in seawater buffered
with sodium borate.

With the exception of the Norfolk Canyon samples,

which were sorted two to three years a fte r c o lle ctio n , a ll samples
were sorted as soon a fte r return to shore as p ractical.

Large

specimens and rare taxa were removed from the whole sample whereas
abundant taxa were sorted from subsequent s p lits .

Shelled species

were then transferred to ethanol while sh ell-less species were kept in
buffered formaldehyde in sea water.

All specimens were id e n tifie d to
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the lowest possible taxonomic category, species or above except fo r
Creseis virgula virgula which I feel is s u ffic ie n tly d is tin c t from its
conspecifics (£ . v. conica and C_. v_. co n stricta) , based on
d istributional d is s im ila ritie s and my preliminary morphological
observations, to warrant taxonomic reconsideration.
references fo r id e n tific a tio n are lis te d in Table 1.

Primary
A collection of

reference specimens is located at the V irg in ia In s titu te of Marine
Science Department o f Planktology and a duplicate collection w ill be
deposited in the Division of Mollusks, U. S. National Museun of
Natural History, Smithsonian In s titu tio n .
Data Analysis.

Total numbers fo r taxa sorted from s p lits of

samples were calculated.

Then subsurface abundances were standardized

to numbers per 100 m3 based on the flow meter data fo r each col
le c tio n , except fo r inaccurate readings (o u tlie rs as determined by the
Pearson-Stephens te s t) or missing data due to e ith e r equipment or
operator malfunction, in which case the volume filte r e d was calculated
based on the average volume f ilte r e d per minute by th at gear type and
mesh size.

Surface abundances were standardized to numbers per 100 m3

based on an average of 200 m3 f ilte r e d by a standard 20 min. tow.

Log

transformed abundances (logio x + 1) were then calculated to moderate
scalar differences and to reduce the domination o f subsequent analyses
by the most abundant taxa.
Because of computer lim ita tio n s on the size of the matrices
analyzed, data subsets were organized based on study area and gear and
mesh type, with the continental shelf study separated into f i r s t and
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Table 1.

Primary references fo r id e n tific a tio n of planktonic molluscs.
Thecosomes

Be and Gilmer (1977)
Spoel (1972;1976)

Gymnosomes

Spoel (1976)

Heteropods

Spoel (1976)
Thiriot-Quievreux (1973; 1975)
Tokioka (1961)

Cephalopods

Akimushkin (1963)
Allan (1945)
Cairns (1976)
Chun (1910)
Clarke (1966)
Muus (1963)
Naef (1923)
Okutani and McGowan (1969)
Roper, Young, and Voss (1969)
V e r r ill (1882)
Voss (1956; 1960)
Yamamoto and Okutani (1975)
Young (1972)

Larval and other
pelagic gastropods

Chukhchin (1969)
F re tte r and Pilkington (1970)
Hadfield (1964)
Laursen (1953)
Lebour (1937; 1945)
Morris and Mogelberg (1973)
Ostergaard (1950)
Pilkington (1976)
Richter and Thorson (1975)
Robertson (1974)
Scheltema (1971a)
Soliman (1977)
Taylor (1975)
Thiriot-Quievreux (1969)

Larval and
postlarval bivalves

Chanley and Andrews (1971)
Gosner (1971)
Hunter and Brown (1964)
Keen and Coan (1974)
Lebour (1938)
Loosanoff, Davis, and
Chanley (1966)
Rees (1950)
Stafford (1912)
Sullivan (1948)
Turgeon (1968)
Zakhavatkina (1966)
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second years because the second-year data were much more extensive as
well as more re lia b le due to increased experience.

To reduce the

effe cts of diurnal v e rtic a l m igration, surface samples were further
divided into day and night collections since most planktonic molluscs
migrate to the surface at night.

So, fo r example, fo r the second year

of the continental shelf study the following four data subsets were
analyzed:

505 pm mesh subsurface samples, 202 pm mesh subsurface

samples, night surface samples, and day surface samples.

Subsequent

community analysis was performed separately on each data subset as
described below.
A fter elim ination of rare taxa, those which were present in fiv e
percent or less of the samples, taxa and samples were clustered using
the V irg in ia In s titu te of Marine Science COMPAH program with the
Bray-Curtis c o e ffic ie n t.

An intensive combinatorial strategy was used

w ith the fle x ib le cluster in te n sity c o e ffic ie n t beta equal to -0 .2 5 .
Such strategy is somewhat space-dilating and allows formation of
clusters th a t might be missed by less intensive strategies, but i t is
also prone to m isclassifications (Boesch 1977).

I t is therefore

necessary to provide fo r reallocation of m isclassified e n titie s .
A c la s s ific a tio n is said to be "robust" i f i t can be reproduced
by using altern ate techniques.

Whereas numerical classificatio n

selects group membership based on r e la tiv e magnitude of a given
s im ila rity (o r d is s im ila rity ) index in a s im ila rity m atrix derived
from the original data m atrix, ordination techniques reduce the
dimensionality of a data set containing ji observations on j) variables
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such th at the resulting ji observatons on Jc < £ derived variables
retains as much of the original information as possible.

This is of

use in cla s s ific a tio n because sim ilar observations, fo r instance
samples with sim ilar species compositions, would be distributed close
to each other on the Jc derived variables.
I chose reciprocal averaging ordination (H ill 1973), computed
with the Cornell ORDIFLEX package (Gauch 1977), to check fo r
m isclassifications in the numerical classificatio n results because i t
generates simultaneous ordinations of species and samples on the same
axes (Malmgren, O viatt, Gerber, and J e ffrie s 1978) allowing d irect
comparisons and because Fasham (1977) has shown i t to be less
susceptible to gradient distortion with large turnover of variables
("beta d iversity") along the gradient than the more tra d itio n a l
principal component analysis.
Groupings of e n titie s on the f i r s t three eigenvectors were
considered and compared with the results of numerical c la s s ific a tio n .
An advantage of having used an intensive clustering strategy is that
structure in the data d istrib u tio n which would not be obvious in the
ordination, e .g . groups compressed by space d isto rtio n , is
id e n tifia b le by comparison with cluster results.

I f the structure

described by the nunerical classificatio n was id e n tifia b le with l i t t l e
or no overlap on these axes the classificatio n was accepted whereas i f
e n titie s or small groups were found to be m isclassified, they were
reallocated based on the ordination.
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A major problem of most ordination techniques, partic u larly
metric models, is that ecological data in general f a ils to f u l f i l l the
assumptions of lin e a r a d d itiv ity among both observations and
variables.

This results in a d istortion in space known as "the

horseshoe effect" which makes meaningful interp retation of axes
d i f f i c u l t at best.

Green and Vascotto (1978) have recommended the use

o f discriminant analysis to determine environmental factors
controlling patterns of species composition.

This is a m ultivariate

technique which relates groups of observations to the lin e a r
combinations of variables which best separate the groups.
Although th is technique is often used to te s t the significance of
differences between groups and to classify unknown e n titie s , I have
chosen to use i t d es criptively, to examine the relationships between
surface collection groups and a n c illa ry data.

A stepwise cononical

discriminant procedure, which requires the assumption that species
distributions are controlled by the physical variables analyzed (Green
and Vascotto 1978) was computed using SPSS, the S ta tis tic a l Package
fo r Social Sciences (Nie, H u ll, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, and Bent 1975)
to minimize Wilks' lambda.
m ultivariate F r a tio .

This procedure maximizes the overall

The group structure input was the surface

collection groups as defined above by clustering and ordination.
These groups were tested fo r equality of covariance matrices using
Box's M s ta tis tic (Nie, et a l . 1975).

The variables input were

surface temperature, surface s a lin ity , bottom depth, and time of
collection (hours a fte r sunset fo r night samples and hours a fte r
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sunrise fo r day samples).

The surface taxa groups were then related

by nodal analysis of f id e li t y (Boesch 1977) to the surface collection
groups thus described in terms of physical variables, and subsurface
collection groups were described by nodal f id e li t y analysis with these
taxa groups.
In order to determine the processes involved in maintenance of
zooplankton community structure on the continental shelf,
representative species were selected fo r d istributional analysis from
the taxa groups described by the techniques ju s t discussed.
fo r selection were as follows:

C rite ria

constancy of group membership in

various data subsets; constancy of group relationships with physical
variables; accuracy and precision of specific id e n tific a tio n s ; and
re la tiv e abundance and frequency of occurrence within the group.
Isopleths of abundance (number captured per 100 m3 filte re d ) fo r
surface collections were plotted on the tem perature-salinity plane
w ith water mass boundaries based on Welch and Ruzecki's (1979)
c la s s ific a tio n .

Species were then compared by overlaying the

presence-absence isopleth and the second highest abundance isopleth on
the same tem perature-salinity plane.

Then the areal d istrib u tio n on

the continental shelf was plotted fo r each selected species based on
mean abundance (> 1 per 100 m3) in the night surface samples and the
505 ym mesh subsurface samples, fo r comparability of collection time
and mesh size (McGowan and Fraundorf 1966; Wells 1973), at each
station of each cruise.
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RESULTS

Of 972 samples sorted fo r th is study, 724 contained molluscs.

A

to ta l of 176 taxa were id e n tifie d including 120 to species le v e l, 31
to genus, 19 to fam ily, and 6 to higher taxonomic le v e ls .

Table 2

l is t s the taxa and indicates those which were common, being present in
more than 5% of the samples in at least one data subset, as well as
the mnemonics used in subsequent figu res.

Appendix A summarizes

distrib u tio n al data fo r a ll taxa id e n tifie d to genus or species and
Appendix B presents meroplankton captures by month.

In the following

presentation, sample groups are indicated by Roman numerals and taxa
groups by capital le tte r s .
Continental Shelf - 1st Year
Night Surface.

Total number of samples = 103; samples with

molluscs = 92; to ta l number of taxa = 47; common taxa = 16.
Numerical c la s s ific a tio n of samples yielded four clusters (Figure
5) from which ordination results (Figure 6} indicated four individual
samples and a group of nine samples were m isclassified.

A fter

reallo c a tio n , group I consisted prim arily of central and outer shelf
collections from f a ll (November 1975), winter (February 1976), and
spring (June 1976).

Group I I contained outer shelf collections from

17
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Table 2.

Taxa id e n tifie d and mnemonics fo r

Thecosomes
Limacinidae
Limacina sp.
L. retroversa
L.. trochi formi s
L.. lesueuri
I. bulimoides
J-. i nfl ata
L. helicoides
Cavoliniidae
Cavolinia sp.
C. longirostris
C. uncinata
C. inflexa
C. t r i dent at a
C. gibbosa
Cresis acicula
C. virgula
C. virgula virgula
D iacria trispinosa
D. quadridentata
H.yalocvclis s tria ta
Clio pyrami data
C. cuspidata
C. balanti urn
C. p o lita
Cuvierina columnel1a
S ty lio la subula
Peraclididae
Peraclis sp.
P.* re tic u la ta
Cymbuliidae
Cymbulia peroni
Corolla sp.
C. spectabilis
Desmopteridae
Desmopterus papilio

taxa.

L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.

RETR
TROC
LES
BUL
INFL
HEL

CAVOL
C. LONG
C. UNC
C. INFL
C.
C.
C.
D.
D.
H.

ACIC
VIRG
V. VIRG
TRIS
QUAD
STR

C. COL
S. SUB
P. RET

C. SPEC
D. PAP

Gymnosomes
unid. gymnosomes
Pneumodermatidae
unid. Pneumodermatidae
Pneumoderma at!anticum
Crucibranchaea macrochira
Pneumodermopsis sp.
P.. paucidens
£ . mi nuta
£ . pupula ?
£ . canephora ?

GYMNO
P. ATL
PNEUMO
P. PAUC
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Table 2 (continued)
Clionidae
Paedoclione do!i i formi s
Clione limacina
Paraclione longicaudata
Notobranchaea macdonaldi
Cephalobranchia macrochaeta
Cliopsidae
Cliopsis krohni
Thliptodontidae
Thliptodon sp.
T. diaphanos
Heteropods
Atlantidae
Atlanta sp.
A. peroni
A. fusca
A. gaudichaudi
A. in tia ta
A. i ncli nata
A. helicinoides
A. lesueuri
Protatlanta souleyeti
Oxygyrus keraudrenii
Carinariidae
Cari nari a lamarcki
Pterotracheidae
Pterotrachea scutata
JP. hippocampus
£ . coronata
Firoloida desmaresti
Cephalopods
unid. oegopsids
Spirulidae
Spirula spi rula
Sepiolidae
Rossia spp.
Stoloteuthis 1eucoptera
Loliginidae
unid. Loliginidae
Loli go sp.
J-. pealei
Ommastrephidae
unid. Ommastrephidae
Ommastrephes sp.
I l l ex sp.
IIle x illecebrosus
Ornithoteuthis anti 11 arum

P.
C.
P.
N.

DOL
LIM
LONG
MACD

ATLAN
A. PER
A. FUSC
A. GAUD
A. INCL
A. HEL
P. SOUL
0. KER
C. LAM

F. DESM

ROSSIA

L. PEAL

I . ILL
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Table 2 (continued)
Onychoteuthidae
Onychoteuthis banksii
Enoplotenthidae
Abralia veranyi
A. redfi eldi
Abraliopsis sp.
A. morissii
Pterygioteuthis qiardi
Thelidioteuthis alessandrinii
Octopoteuthidae
Octopoteuthis megaptera
Histioteuthidae
H istioteuthis sp.
Brachioteuthidae
Brachioteuthis beanii
JJ. r i i sei
Ctenopterygidae
Ctenopteryx sicula
Bathyteuthidae
Bathyteuthi s abyssicola
Cycloteuthidae
Discotenthis discus?
Cranchiidae
Taonius megalops
"Pyrqopsis pacificus11
Argonautidae
Argonauta argo
A. hi ans
Octopodidae
Octopus vulgaris
Scaeurqi s unicirrhus
Larval and other pelagic gastropods
unid. prosobranchs
unid. opisthobranchs
unid. nudibranch larvae
PIeurotomariidae
unid. Pleurotomariidae
Neritidae
Smargdia v irid is
L itto rin id ae
L itto rin a i rrorata
Rissoidae
unid. Rissoidae
A1vania? sp.
Architectonicidae
Philippia krebsii
Caecidae
Caecum pulchellum

A. VER
ABRAL
A. MOR
T. ALES

C. SIC

A. ARGO
0. VULG

PROSO
OPISTHO
NUDI

S. VIR
L. IRR
RISSO
P. KREB
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Table 2 (continued)
C erithiidae
unid. Cerithiidae
Cerithiopsis s p d .
L itiopa melanostoma
Iriphoridae
Triphora sp.
Epitoniidae
unid. Epitoniidae
Epitonium spp.
Janthinidae
Janthina sp.
J . .ianthina
J . exiqua
Recluzia rollandiana?
Hipponicidae
unid. Hipponicidae?
Calyptraeidae
unid. Calyptraeidae
Credipula sp.
Eratoidae
T riv ia sp.
Cypraeidae
Cypraea spurca?
C. cinerea?
Oluvidae
Simnia sp.
Neosimnia sp.
Naticidae
unid. Naticidae
Lunatia tr is e r ia ta
Pol inices duplicatus?
Lam ellariidae
Lame! la r i a spp.
Cassidae
unid. Cassidae
Phalium granulatum
Cymatiidae
unid. Cymatiidae
Cymatium parthenopeum
C. nicobaricum
Charonia variegata
Bursidae
unid. Bursidae?
Bursa? sp.
Tonnidae
Tonna gal ea
T. maculosa

CERITH
L. MEL
TRIPH
EPITON

J . JANT

C. SPUR

NEOSIM
NATIC

LAMEL
P. GRAN
C. PART
C. NIC

T. GAL
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Table 2 (continued)
Muricidae
unid. Muricidae
Thais sp.
Col umbellidae
unid. Col umbel lid a e ?
Nasariidae
Nassarius spp.
J!. vi bex
Jjl. obsoletus
Conidae
Conus sp.
Turridae
unid. Turridae
Aclididae
Ac!is sp.
Eulimidae
Balcis sp.
C oralliop hilidae
C oral!io phila sp.
Diaphanidae
Diaphana minuta ?
Pyramidellidae
unid. Pyramidellidae
Pleurobranchidae
Pleurobranchaea tarda
Corambidae
Doridel1a obscura
Scyllaeidae
Scyl1aea pelagica
Dotonidae
Doto pygmaea
Fionidae
Fiona pinnata
Glaucidae
G1aucus marinus
Ellobiidae
Melampus bidentatus
Larval and postlarval bivalves
unid. bivalves
M ytilidae
unid. M ytilidae
M yti1us edulis
Modiolus sp.
Pectinidae
Aequipecten glyptus
Crassatel lid ae
Crassinella mactracea

THIAS

NASSAR
N. VIB
N. OBS

TURRID
ACLIS
BALC

PYRAM

D. PYGM

BIV
MYTIL
M. EDUL

C. MACT
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Table 2 (concluded)
Cardiidae
Laevicardium mortoni
Cerastoderma pinnulatum
P etricolidae
Petricol a phoiadiformis
Tellinidae
T ellin a a g ilis
Donacidae
Donax v a ria b ilis
Solenidae
Ensis directus
Solen vi rid is ?
Mactridae
Mulinia la te ra lis
Spisula solidissim a?
Teredinidae
unid. Teredinidae
Teredo naval is
Lysoniidae
L.ysoni a hyalina
Galeomatidae
“PIanktomya henseni"

T. AGIL

E. DIR
M. LAT
TERED
T. NAV
L. HYAL
P. HENS
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Figure 5.

Cluster dendrogram fo r night surface samples from the f i r s t
year of the continental shelf study.

Arrows indicate

reallocations based on ordination results.
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Figure 6 .

Scatterplot of night surface samples from f i r s t year of the
continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of collection
groups.

Figure 7.

F ille d circles represent more than one data point.

Scatterplot of night surface collection groups from f i r s t
year o f the continental shelf study on discriminant
functions 1 and 2.
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the f a l l cruise.

Group I I I collections were widely distributed in

summer (September 1976) and group IV consisted of coastal collections
from a ll four cruises.
Discriminant analysis (Figure 7) indicated that these collection
groups, which had been organized based on faunal s im ila r itie s , could
adequately be described in terms o f temperature and s a lin ity .
Box's M = 66.209
function

d . f . = 9, 8272.7

eigenvalue % variance

s ig n if. = 0.00

stand, coeff.

1

0.92878

73.49

0.90442 temp.,

2

0.33511

26.51

0.90878 sal i n . ,

0.41740 sal in .
-0.42678 temp.

Group I was characterized by comparatively low temperatures (x =
12.2°C, s = 4 .7 ) and high s a lin itie s (x = 32.9 ppt, s = 1 .0 ) , group I I
by mid-range temperatures (x = 18.6°C, s = 1.9) and high s a lin itie s
(x = 33.9 ppt, s = 0 .9 ) , group I I I prim arily ju st by high temperatures
(x = 21.3°C, s = 1.3) and group IV by low temperatures (x = 13.6°C,
s = 7.9) and low s a lin itie s (x = 31.4 ppt, s = 0 .8 ).
The 16 common taxa formed four clusters (Figure 8) while
ordination results (Figure 9) indicated that two taxa should be
reallocated.

Nodal f id e li t y analysis (Table 3) indicated th at group

A, containing L. trochiform is, A. peroni, C. uncinata, Z.
lo n g iro s tris , C. v irg u la , A. gaudichaudi, and unidentified prosobranch
larvae, was taken prim arily in collection group I I I and was therefore
associated with high temperatures anywhere across the shelf on the
spring cruise.

Taxa group B, L. retroversa and JP. d o liifo rm is , came
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Figure 8

Cluster dendrogram fo r night surface taxa from the f ir s t
year of the continental shelf study.

Arrows indicate

reallocations based on ordination results.
Figure 9

Scatterplot of night surface taxa from the f i r s t year of
the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
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Table 3.

Nodal f id e lit y analysis of night surface data from the f i r s t
year of the continental shelf study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

A

0.0

1.654

3.322

0.337

B

1.390

0.0

0.915

0.505

C

0.247

0.0

1.272

4.452

D

0.0

3.843

2.368

0.0
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from the low temperature, high s a lin ity waters o f the central and
outer shelf of collection group I .

Taxa group C, L_. p ea lei,

Naticidae, and unidentified bivalve postlarvae, was associated with
the low temperature, low s a lin ity coastal waters of collection group
IV .

Taxa group D, A. hel icino ides, JL. in f la t a , J_. bulimoides, and L.

melanostoma, came from co lle ction group I I , the outer shelf samples
from the f a ll cruise.
Day Surface.

Total number of samples = 96; samples with molluscs

= 61; to ta l number of taxa = 31; common taxa = 8.
Five clusters were generated by numerical cla s s ific a tio n of
samples (Figure 10) from which ordination results (Figure 11)
indicated th at one individual sample and a group of three samples were
m isclassified.
from f a l l .

Group I included both coastal and outer shelf samples

The collections in group I I were summer coastal samples.

Group I I I was a single anomalous coastal sample from w inter.

Group IV

included mostly central and outer shelf samples from summer.

Group V

consisted of central and outer shelf samples from winter and spring.
As with the night surface samples, the day surface samples could
adequately be described (Figure 12) in terms of temperature and
s a lin ity by use o f discirminant analysis.
Box's M = 30.001
function

eigenvalue

d . f . = 6 , 2608.9

% variance

1

1.54661

93.66

2

0.10472

6.34

s ig n if. = 0.00

stand, coeff.
0.99972 temp.,

0.33530 s a lin .

0.95719 s a lin ., -0.17087 temp.
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Figure 10.

Cluster dendrogram fo r day surface samples from the f i r s t
year of the continental shelf study.

Arrows indicate

reallocations based on ordination results.
Figure 11.

Scatterplot of day surface samples from the f ir s t year of
the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of collection
groups.

F ille d circles represent more than one data

point.
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Figure 12.

Scatterplot of day surface collection groups from the
f i r s t year of the continental shelf study plotted on
discriminant functions 1 and 2.
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Group I was characterized by mid-range temperatures (x = 18.6°C,
s = 1.9) and comparatively high s a lin itie s (x = 33.7 ppt, s = 1 .5 ) .
The collections in group I I were from high temperatures (x = 20.5°C,
s = 0 .1 ) but low s a lin itie s (x = 31.7 ppt, s = 0 .0 ) .

Group I I I was a

single sample of very low temperature (2.7°C) and s a lin ity (30.9 pp t).
Whereas group IV collections had generally high temperatures (x =
21.7°C, s = 1 .4 ), group V had low temperatures (x = 14.1°C, s = 4 .0 ) .
Cluster analysis of the eight common taxa (Figure 13) a fte r
reallocation of one species based on ordination (Figure 14) resulted
in four groups.

Nodal analysis (Table 4) showed peak f id e lit y between

taxa group A, including A. peroni,

d o !iifo rm is , £ . lo n g iro s tris ,

and C. v irg u la . and the high temperature, central to outer shelf
collection group IV .

Group B, which consisted o f only L_. retroversa,

related prim arily to collection group V, showing a f f in it y fo r central
and outer shelf cold water.

Group C, unidentified prosobranch larvae

and j_. melanostoma, associated with collection group I , which was
described in terms o f high s a lin it y .

Group D, JL. trochiform is, was

present in both high s a lin ity group I and high temperature group IV.
Subsurface, 505 urn Mesh.

Total number o f samples = 27; samples

with molluscs = 25; to ta l number of taxa = 39; common taxa = 23.
The samples were cla s s ifie d into six clusters (Figure 15), from
which fiv e samples were judged to be m isclassified based on ordination
(Figure 16).

Group I consisted of central and outer shelf collections

while group I I included ju st central shelf co llections.

Group I I I was
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Figure 13

Cluster dendrogram fo r day surface taxa from the f ir s t
year of the continental shelf study.

Arrow indicates

reallocation based on ordination results.
Figure 14

Scatterplot of day surface taxa from the f i r s t year of the
continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 o f reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
F ille d circles represent more than one data point.
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I able 4 .

Nodal f id e lit y analysis of day surface data from the f i r s t
year of the continental shelf study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

V

A

0.164

0.0

0.0

2.187

0.520

B

0.249

0.0

0.0

0.268

1.743

C

6.100

0.0

0.0

0.915

0.0

D

3.268

0.0

0.0

1.906

0.0
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Figure 15.

Cluster dendrogram fo r 505 pm mesh subsurface samples from
the f i r s t year of the continental sh e lf study.

Arrows

indicate reallocations based on ordination resu lts.
Figure 16.

Scatterplot of 505 pm mesh subsurface samples from the
f i r s t year o f the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2
of reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of
co lle ction groups.

F ille d c irc le s represent more than one

data point.
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made up of the central and outer shelf collections from spring and
group IV the coastal collections from that cruise.
group V were a ll from summer.

The collections in

Those of group VI had no discernible

temporal or geographic pattern.
The common taxa were grouped by numerical c lassificatio n (Figure
17) into four clusters in which there were no apparent misclassificatons (Figure 18).

Group A included L. in f 1 ata and L_. bulimoides,

which were common in the high s a lin ity samples from the surface at the
outer shelf as well as IK quadridentata, L.. le s e u ri, A. in c lin a ta , and
C. in fle x a .

Group B consisted of unidentified bivalve postlarvae and

prosobranch velig ers.

Group C included L. retroversa and £ .

d o liifo rm is . which in the surface samples were associated with low
temperature, high s a lin ity waters, as well as C. lim acina, 0.
vulgaris, and Nassarius sp.

Group D included a ll o f the id e n tifie d

species from the surface group associated with high temperatures, C.
uncinata, £ . lo n g iro s tris , £ . v irg u la , A. peroni, L. trochi formi s and
A. gaudichaudi, in additon to Neosimnia s p ., "P. henseni" , £ .
desmaresti, and unidentified Naticidae.
Nodal f id e li t y analysis (Table 5) indicated that collection group
I (mid-outer shelf) was defined by taxa group C (cold, high s a lin ity
a f f i n i t y ) , as were collection groups I I I (mid-outer shelf, spring) and
IV (inner sh e lf, spring).

Collection group I I consisted prim arily of

taxa in group B (unidentified larvae) and to a lesser extent in group
C (cold, high s a lin ity a f f i n i t y ) .

While collection groups V (summer)

and VI (mixed) both captured a ll taxa groups, the taxa group with the
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Figure 17

Cluster dendrogram fo r 505 ym mesh subsurface taxa from
the f i r s t year of the continental shelf study.

Figure 18

Scatterplot of 505 ym mesh subsurface taxa from the f i r s t
year of the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of
reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa
groups.

F ille d circles represent more than one data

poi n t .
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1able 5.

Nodal f id e li t y analysis of 505 inn mesh subsurface data from
the f i r s t year of the continental shelf study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

V

VI
4.545

A

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.273

B

0.0

3.125

0.0

0.0

1.786

1.563

C

0.893

0.926

1.910

1.389

0.959

0.694

D

0.0

0.253

0.0

0.0

3.355

0.379
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highest f id e li t y fo r group V was group D (high temperature) and that
fo r group VI was group A (high s a lin it y ) .
Subsurface, 202 um Mesh.

Total number of samples = 24; samples

with molluscs = 24; to ta l number of taxa = 34; common taxa = 16.
The samples were clustered into fiv e groups (Figure 19) from
which no m isclassifications were detected based on ordination (Figure
20).

Group I consisted of samples scattered among a ll stations and

cruises except summer, whereas group I I consisted prim arily of the
summer collections.

The group I I I collections were from the outer

shelf in f a ll and summer.

The collections in group IV were a ll from

the central shelf and the one separated as group V came from the inner
shelf in f a l l .
Of the six taxa groups formed by numerical cla s s ific a tio n (Figure
2 1 ), ordination results (Figure 22) indicated that one taxon was
m isclassified.

Group A, C. v irg u la , Epitonium s p ., A. gaudichaudi, C.

lo n g iro s tris . and £ . uncinata, and group E, 0. vulgaris, Abraliopsis
sp ., L. trochiform is, A. peroni, and At!anta s p ., both contain taxa
which were common in the warm water surface group.

Group B included

unidentified bivalve postlarvae in addition to the cold water species
L.. retro versa and £ . do! i i formi s.

Group C contained unidentified

prosobranch veligers and group D consisted of JL. p ea lei, which was
taken in low s a lin ity surface co lle ctio n s .

Group F consisted o f L.

i n f la t a , which in the surface samples was common in high s a lin ity
outer shelf waters.
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Figure 19

Cluster dendrogram fo r 202 pm mesh subsurface samples from
the f i r s t year of the continental shelf study.

Figure 20

Scatterplot of 202 pm mesh subsurface samples from the
f i r s t year of the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2
of reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of
collection groups.

F illed circles represent more than one

data point.
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Figure 21 .

Cluster dendrogram fo r 202 m subsurface taxa from the
f i r s t year of the continental shelf study.

Arrow

indicates reallocation based on ordination resu lts.
Figure 22 .

Scatterplot of 202 urn subsurface taxa from the f i r s t year
of the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 o f
reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa
groups.
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Based on the nodal f id e li t y analysis (Table 6 ), collection group
I ( f a l l through spring) was characterized by taxa group B (low
temperature a f f i n i t i e s ) .

A ll taxa groups showed some f id e li t y to

collection group I I (summer), but the highest were groups A (warm
a ffin itie s ) and D (low s a lin ity a f f i n i t y ) .

Taxa group F (high

s a lin ity a ffin itie s ) displayed the highest f id e li t y to collection
group I I I (outer s h e lf).

The central shelf collections in group IV

contained taxa groups B (low temperature a f f in it ie s ) and D (low
s a lin ity a f f i n i t y ) .

The coastal collection in group V was

characterized by the unidentified prosobranchs o f taxa group C.
Continental Shelf - 2nd Year
Night Surface.

Total number of samples = 166; samples with

molluscs = 122; to ta l number of taxa = 69; common taxa = 19.
Numerical c la s s ific a tio n grouped the samples into four clusters
(Figure 23) with one sample and a group of three samples m isclassified
according to ordination (Figure 24).

Patterns o f d istrib u tio n were

more complex than in the f i r s t year.

Group I contained f a ll (November

1976) samples from the outer shelf in the north and central shelf in
the south, the coastal station of the southern transect in spring (May
1977), and the coastal stations of both transects in summer (August
1978).

Group I I consisted mostly of f a l l samples from the outer shelf

on both transects although i t also included some coastal collections
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Table 6 .

Nodal f id e li t y analysis of 202 pm mesh subsurface data from
the f i r s t year of the continental shelf study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

V

A

0.0

3.714

0.429

0.0

0.0

B

1.081

0.541

1.135

1.459

0.649

C

0.0

1.333

2.000

0.0

8.000

D

0.0

2.6b7

0.0

2.000

0.0

E

0.0

1.647

3.529

0.0

0.0

F

0.0

1.000

4.500

0.0

0.0
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Figure 23.

Cluster dendrogram fo r night surface samples from the
second year of the continental shelf study.

Arrows

indicate reallocations based on ordination results.
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Figure 24.

Scatterplot of night surface samples from the second year
of the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of
reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of
collection groups.

F ille d c irc le s indicate more than one

data point.
Figure 25.

Scatterplot o f night surface co lle ctio n groups from the
second year o f the continental shelf study on discriminant
functions 1 and 2 .

Solid lines : boundaries of groups with

positive centroids on function 3; dashed lin e s : boundaries
of groups with negative centroids on function 3.
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from the north and central shelf collections from the south on the
same cruise.

Group I I I was found across the southern transect and at

the outer shelf to the north in f a l l , and everywhere in simmer.

Group

IV included a ll northern summer stations except coastal, as well as
southern coastal stations and northern central shelf stations in f a ll
and winter (February-March 1977).
The underlying physical patterns were also more complex, as shown
by discriminant analysis (Figure 25).

Three discriminant functions

were required and included temperature, s a lin ity , bottom depth, and
time of night.
Box's M = 133.20

d . f . = 30, 6059.1

function

eigenvalue

% variance

1

0.85411

71.50

2

0.29971

25.09

s ig n if. = 0.00

stand, coeff.
-0.99782 temp.,

0.25473 depth,

-0.18949 tim e.,

0.05366 s a lin .

-0.60864 depth,
-0.39757 temp.,

3

0.04073

3.41

-0.52523 s a lin .,
-0.36324 time

0.79217 s a lin .,

-0.72538 time,

-0.45908 depth,

0.26405 temp.

Group I was characterized by mid-range to high temperatures (x =
18.5°C, s = 4 .7 ) , shallow bottom depths (x = 29.5 m, s = 1 3 .5 ), and
low s a lin itie s (x = 32.6 ppt, s = 0 .8 ) .

Group I I had low temperatures

(x = 11.6°C, s = 4 .3 ) , deep bottom depths (x = 241.9 m, s = 164.2) and
were generally taken la te at night (x = 7.5 h a fte r sunset, s = 3 .5 ).
Although they were widely variable on the other parameters, the
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collections in group I I I had generally high temperatures (x = 20.1°C,
s = 4 .8 ).

Low temperatures (x = 12.4°C, s = 4 .3 ) were characteristic

of group IV , most of which were also taken e a r lie r in the night than
group I I (x = 5.3 h a fte r sunset, s = 3 .4 ) at shallow to mid-range
bottom depths (x = 98.5 m, s = 8 4 .1 ).
Six groups of taxa were formed by cluster analysis (Figure 26) of
the 19 common taxa, and subsequent reallocation of one species based
on ordination results (Figures 27 and 2 8 ).

Nodal f id e lit y analysis

(Table 7) showed relationships of taxa group A, ji. macdonaldi, £ .
paucidens, £ . desmaresti, and £ . s t r ia t a , group B, C. lo n g iro s tris , C.
v irq u la , A. gaudichaudi, A. peroni, I. trochiform is, and £ .
longicaudata, and group C, "P. henseni” and unidentified bivalve
postlarvae, with the warm water co llection group I I I , indicating
l i t t l e basis for separation of these taxa groups with respect to the
parameters studied here.

Group D, C. uncinata, jC. in fle x a , L_.

bulimoides, and L. in f la t a , was associated with collection group I I
from the deep, outer shelf station s.

Group E, £ . doliiform is and L_.

retroversa came from the cold water collections of group IV .

And

group F, L. p ea lei, was taken in co lle ction group I , the shallow, low
s a lin ity samples.
Day Surface.

Total number o f samples = 135; samples with

molluscs = 69; to ta l number of taxa = 43; common taxa = 15.
The samples formed four groups based on nianerical cla s s ific a tio n
(Figure 29) and ordination (Figure 30) with a pair of samples
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Figure 26.

Cluster dendrogram fo r night surface taxa from the second
year of the continental shelf study.

Arrow indicates

reallocation based on ordination resu lts.
Figure 27.

Scatterplot of night surface taxa from the second year of
the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 o f reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
F ille d circ le s represent more than one data point.

Figure 28.

Scatterplot of night surface taxa from the second year of
the continental shelf study on axes 2 and 3 o f reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
F ille d circ le s represent more than one data point.
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Table 7.

Nodal f id e lit y analysis of night surface data from the second
year of the continental shelf study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

A

0.222

0.361

2.072

0.0

B

0.366

0.298

2.030

0.074

C

0.652

0.266

2.031

0.0

D

0.0

1.329

1.535

0.154

E

0.213

0.348

0.443

2.800

F

6.421

0.0

0.848

0.207
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Figure 29.

Cluster dendrogram fo r day surface samples from the second
year of the continental shelf study.

Arrows indicate

reallocations based on ordination results.
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m isclassified.

Group I consisted of the central shelf stations on the

northern transect in f a ll and spring.

Group I I included central and

outer shelf collections from f a l l , w inter and spring as well as
coastal collections from f a ll and summer.

Group I I I consisted of

outer shelf samples from spring and summer.

The origins o f group IV

were more diverse, including the en tire southern transect in f a l l , the
outer shelf stations o f both transects in spring,

and the central and

outer shelf stations in summer.
Again, discriminant analysis o f the day surface collections
(Figure 31) resembled that of the night surface co llections.

Three

discriminant functions were computed using temperature, s a lin it y , and
bottom depth.
Box's M = 80.959
function
1

eigenvalue
1.05159

d . f . = 18, 5186.9

% variance
87.52

s ig n if. = 0.00

stand, coeff.
1.07589 temp.,

0.37496 s a lin .

0.00412 depth
2

0.12744

10.61

1.13375 depth,

-0.99167 s a lin .

-0.13010 temp.
3

0.02256

1.88

-0.72050 s a lin .,

-0.39744 depth,

0.01214 temp.
Group I consisted of low temperature (x = 15.7°C, s = 1.8) and
mid-range bottom depth (x = 79.7 m, s = 30.4) collections.

Group I I

came from low temperature (x = 14.6°C, s = 5.4) but high s a lin ity (x =
33.9 ppt, s = 1.5) waters over deep (x = 172.2 m, s = 203.2) bottoms.
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Group I I I was characterized by high temperatures (x = 23.1°C, s = 2.1)
and deep bottom depths (x = 197.9 m, s = 134 .0).

High temperature (x

= 21.9°C, s = 4.4) waters with comparatively high s a lin itie s (x = 34.1
ppt, s = 1.5) were ch a racteristic of group IV.
Five clusters of taxa were formed (Figure 32) with two species
indicated by ordination (Figure 33) to be m isclassified.

According to

nodal f id e li t y analysis (Table 8 ) , taxa group A, consisting of £ .
v irg u la , A. peroni, L. trochiform is, P. longicaudata, A. gaudichaudi,
£ . desmaresti, C lo n g iro s tris , and A. he!icinoides, was common in both
collection groups I I I and IV, which share the characteristic of high
temperature.

Collection group IV also contained taxa group B, C.

in flexa and £ . virgula v irg u la , as well as group D, Naticidae, which
was also present in the other high s a lin ity collection group, IV.
Group C, I. retroversa and £ . d o liifo rm is , was associated with cold
water collection group I , and taxa group E, £ . macdonaldi, was taken
in deep water collection group I I I .
Subsurface, 505 um Mesh.

Total number of samples = 84; samples

with molluscs = 80; to ta l number of taxa = 86; common taxa = 28.
Five groups of collections were formed by numerical
c la s s ific a tio n (Figure 34) with fiv e samples indicated by ordination
(Figure 35) to be m isclassified.

Group I consisted of central shelf

collections from a ll seasons except summer; group I I was made up of
central and outer shelf co llections, also from a ll seasons except
summer.

The collections in group I I I were from the inner and central
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Figure 30.

Scatterplot of day surface samples from the second year of
the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of collection
groups.

F ille d circles represent more than one data

point.
Figure 31.

S catterplot of day surface collection groups from the
second year of the continental shelf study on discriminant
functions 1 and 2.

Solid lines: boundaries of groups with

positive centroids on function 3; Dashed lines: boundaries
of groups with negative centroids on function 3.
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Figure 32.

Cluster dendrogram fo r day surface taxa from the second
year of the continental shelf study.

Arrows indicate

reallocations based on ordination results.
Figure 33.

Scatterplot of day surface taxa from the second year of
the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
F ille d circles represent more than one data point.
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Table 8 .

Nodal f id e li t y analysis of day surface data from the second
year of the continental shelf study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

A

0.0

0.343

1.801

1.452

B

0.0

0.241

0.590

2.654

C

6.487

0.0

0.295

0.265

D

0.0

1.255

0.0

2.070

E

0.0

0.0

2.875

0.862
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Figure 34.

Cluster dendrogram from 505 pm mesh subsurface samples
from the second year of the continental shelf study.
Arrows indicate reallocations based on ordination results.

Figure 35.

Scatterplot of 505 pm mesh subsurface samples from the
second year of the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2
of reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of
collection groups.

F ille d circles represent more than one

data point.
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shelf and those in group IV were from the inner shelf o ff V irg in ia .
Group V collections came from the outer shelf on a ll cruises and from
a ll locations in summer.
The common taxa were clustered into fiv e groups (Figure 36) from
which two species were reallocated based on ordination results
(Figures 37 and 3 8 ).

Group A included a ll species from two of the

taxa groups associated with warm water in the night surface
collections, _N* macdonaldi, £ . paucidens, H. s t r ia t a , £ . longicaudata,
£ . desmaresti, A. peroni, L. trochiform is, C.. virg u la , A. gaudichaudi,
and C. lo n g iro s tris , as well as £ . uncinata, C. sp e cta b ilis, and
unidentified prosobranch and opisthobranch velig ers.

Group B

contained L. in f la t a , £ . in fle x a , and j.. bulimoides, a ll of which were
associated with deep, outer shelf stations in the surface co llections,
L-. lesueuri, and "JP. henseni".

A fter realloc ation, only unidentified

Naticidae remained in group C.

Group D included L. retroversa and £ .

d o liifo rm is , which in the surface collections were associated with
cold water, in addition to J_. p e a le i, representative of low s a lin ity
samples at the surface, Rossi a spp., and C_. lim acina.

E. di rectus was

the sole member of group E.
Nodal f id e li t y analysis (Table 9) showed collection group I
(central she lf, f a ll through spring) to be ty p ifie d by the presence
o f taxa groups D (low temperature, low s a lin ity a ffin itie s ) and E.
Collection group I I (central-outer s h e lf, f a ll through spring) was
characterized by taxa groups B (deep bottom depth a f f i n i t i e s ) , C
(N aticidae), and D (low temperature a f f i n i t i e s ) .

Taxa group E
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Figure 36.

Cluster dendrogram from 505 ym mesh subsurface taxa from
the second year of the continental shelf study.

Arrows

indicates reallocation based on ordination results.
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Figure 37

Scatterplot of 505 ym mesh subsurface taxa from the second
year of the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of
reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa
groups.

F ille d circles represent more than one data

point.
Figure 38

Scatterplot of 505 ym mesh subsurface taxa from the f i r s t
year of the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 3 of
reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa
groups.
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Table 9.

Nodal f id e li t y analysis of 505 ym mesh subsurface data from
the second year of the continental shelf study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

V

A

0.0

0.316

0.0

0.0

2.014

B

0.0

1.455

0.0

0.0

1.684

C

0.0

2.078

0.0

0.0

1.504

D

1.211

2.012

1.135

0.0

0.605

E

0.513

0.0

13.333

13.333

0.0
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(£ . directus) was typical of collection groups I I I
shelf) and IV (southern co a sta l).

(coastal-central

All taxa groups except group E

showed some f id e lit y to collection group V (everywhere in summer and
outer shelf in a ll seasons), but the one with the highest f id e lit y to
these samples was group A (high temperature a f f i n i t i e s ) .
Subsurface, 202 ym Mesh.

Total number of samples = 91; samples

w ith molluscs = 78; to ta l number of taxa = 61; common taxa = 26.
Numerical c la s s ific a tio n of the samples resulted in six clusters
(Figure 39) from which ordination results (Figure 40) indicated four
samples to be m isclassified.
southern transect in f a l l .
shelf in summer.

Group I collections came from the
Group I I came from the central and outer

The collections in group I I I were from the central

and outer shelf in f a l l and winter and those in group IV were from
winter and spring.

Group V consisted of collections from various

stations and cruises without d e fin itiv e pattern.

Group VI was made up

of samples from the outer shelf in f a l l .
Four clusters of taxa were formed (Figure 41) with ordination
(Figure 42) indicating one m is clas sification.

Of the species in group

A (L. trochiform is. C. v irg u la , A. peroni, H. s t r ia t a , A. gaudichaudi,
C. lo n g iro s tris , and C. uncinata) a ll but C. uncinata were found in
surface taxa groups associated with high temperatures.

In group B (£.

paucidens, £ . longicaudata, unidentified prosobranch velig ers, £ .
macdonaldi, C. s p e cta b ilis, and F_. desmaresti) al 1 except C.
s p e c ta b ilis , which was not taken at the surface, were associated with
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Figure 39 .

Cluster dendrogram fo r 202 ym mesh subsurface samples from
the second year of the continental shelf study.

Arrows

indicate reallocations based on ordination results.
Figure 40 .

Scatterplot of 202 ym mesh subsurface samples from the
second year of the continental shelf study on

axes 1 and 2

of reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of
collection groups.

F ille d circ le s represent more than one

data point.
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Figure 41.

Cluster dendogram fo r 202 pm mesh subsurface taxa from the
second year of the continental shelf study.

Arrow

indicates reallocation based on ordination results.
Figure 42.

Scatterplot of 202 pm mesh subsurface taxa from the second
year of the continental shelf study on axes 1 and 2 of
reciprocal averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa
groups.
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high temperature surface co lle ctions .

Group C included L. in fla ta and

C. in fle x a , which were associated with deep bottom depth in the
surface co llections, as well as T. galea, L. lesu eu ri, "P. henseni" ,
and unidentified bivalve postlarvae.

Group D included L_. retroversa

and £ . d o !iifo rm is, which associated a t the surface with low
temperatures; L.. p e a le i, which was taken in low s a lin ity surface
collections; and

lim acina, K illecebrosus, Rossi a spp., and

unidentified opisthobranch velig ers.
Associations w ithin th is data subset indicated by nodal f id e li t y
analysis (Table 10) include:

collection group I (south, f a l l ) with

taxa group D (low temperature, low s a lin ity a f f i n it ie s ) ; co llection
group I I (central to outer s h e lf, summer) with taxa groups A and B
(high temperature a f f i n i t i e s ) ; co lle ction group I I I (central to outer
sh e lf, f a ll and w inter) with taxa group C (deep bottom depth
a f f in it ie s ) as well as groups A and B (high temperature a f f in it ie s ) ;
c o llection groups IV (central to outer shelf, winter and spring) and V
(mixed) with taxa group D (low temperature, low s a lin ity a f f i n i t i e s ) ;
and co lle ctio n group VI (outer s h e lf, f a l l ) with taxa group D (low
temperature, low s a lin ity a f f i n i t i e s ) .
D istribu tion of Selected Species on the Continental Shelf
Limacina retroversa.

D istribu tion in tem perature-salinity space

(Figure 43) was centered in coastal water although one peak of
abundance was in shelf-slope water.

Projections extended outward into

s h elf-G ulf Stream water, slope water, winter coastal water, and the
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Table 10.

Nodal f id e li t y analysis of 202 pm mesh subsurface data from
the second year of the continental shelf study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

A

0.0

2.423

1.084

0.0

0.0

0.473

B

0.0

2.417

1.059

0.0

0.0

0.667

C

0.0

0.487

3.556

0.205

0.0

0.650

D

0.716

0.805

0.463

1.507

1.372

1.193
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Figure 43.

Night surface tem perature-salinity d istrib u tio n of j . .
retroversa.

F ille d circles :

retroversa; Open circles :

samples which collected J_.

samples which did not;

Isopleths of abundance in N/100m3.
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warm region of coastal water.

The projection into shelf-G ulf Stream

water followed a roughly isopycnal lin e and included samples from
northern shelf break station J1 in November 1975, September 1976, and
May 1977.

The projection into warmer coastal waters occurred

prim arily at northern coastal and central shelf stations C l, D l, N3,
E3, and F2 in November 1975 and June 1976.

The projection into winter

coastal water occurred at the same station s, except F2, in February
1976.
J_. retroversa was taken in greater than trace abundances (1 per
100 m3) on a ll cruises except September 1976.

During the f i r s t year

i t was present in both surface and subsurface samples from the central
shelf stations in f a ll (Figure 4 4 ), at a ll stations except the coastal
one (C l) in winter (Figure 4 5 ), and a t a ll stations except Cl and the
shelf break ( J l) in June 1976 (Figure 46).
During the second year a sim ilar pattern was evident.

L.

retroversa f i r s t appeared in subsurface samples at northern central
shelf stations B5 and N3 in f a ll (Figure 4 7 ).

By w inter i t was

present in both surface and subsurface samples from the central and
outer shelf to the north and in subsurface samples from the central
and outer shelf to the south (Figure 4 8 ).

In spring peak abundances

were found in surface and subsurface samples from the central and
outer shelf stations of the northern transect, while on the southern
transect L. retroversa was present only in subsurface samples at the
shelf break (Figure 4 9 ).

By summer only remnant populations were

taken in subsurface samples from the central shelf in the north and
south (Figure 50).
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Figure 44.

D istribu tion of L. retroversa in November 1975.

Upper

h a lf c irc le :

505 ym

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le :

mesh subsurface.
Figure 45.

D istribu tion of I. retroversa in February 1976.

Upper

h a lf c irc le :

505 ym

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le :

mesh subsurface.
Figure 46.

D istribu tion of JL. retroversa in June 1976.
c irc le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le :

Upper h a lf
505 ym mesh

subsurface.
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Figure 47.

D istribution of
h alf c irc le :

retroversa in November 1976.

night surface; Lower h alf c irc le :

Upper
505 pm

mesh subsurface.
Figure 48.

Distribu tion of J_. retroversa in March 1977.
c irc le :

Upper h alf

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le : 505 pm mesh

subsurface.
Figure 49.

D istribution of L.. retroversa in May 1977. Upper h alf
c irc le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le : 505 pm mesh

subsurface.
Figure 50.

D istribution of JL. retroversa in August 1977.
c irc le :

Upper half

night surface; Lower h alf c irc le : 505 pm mesh

subsurface.
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Limacina trochiform is.

Tem perature-salinity distrib u tio n was

centered in sh elf-G ulf Stream water (Figure 51) but th is species
undoubtedly originates in Gulf Stream water, which was not sampled at
the surface.

Projections extend roughly along isopycnals into coastal

water and into shelf-slope water.

The main projection into coastal

water (temp. 15.0°C, sal in . 33.2 ppt) occurred at central and outer
shelf stations E3 and F2 in November 1975 and a t the southern inner
shelf statio n , L I, in November 1976.

The projection into shelf-slope

water included samples from outer shelf stations L4 and L6 on the
southern transect in November 1976 and samples from outer shelf
stations J l , L4, and L6 in May 1977.
In November 1975, L. trochiform is was collected only in surface
samples from central and outer shelf and shelf-break stations E3, F2,
and J l (Figure 52) whereas in February 1976 i t was taken only in
subsurface samples from station F2 (Figure 53).

The species was

absent from June 1976 collections but was taken mostly at the surface
at a ll stations except the coastal station Cl in September 1976
(Figure 54).
In November 1976, JL. trochiform is was present mostly at the
surface across the southern transect except fo r station L2 (Figure
55).

I t was not collected in March 1-977 and in May 1977 was taken

only in surface collections at outer shelf stations J l in the north
and L4 and L6 in the south (Figure 56).

The species was present in

August 1977 at central and outer shelf stations on both transects
(Figure 57).
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Figure 51.

Night surface tem perature-salinity d is trib u tio n of L_.
trochiform is.

F ille d c irc le s : samples which collected L.

trochiform is;

Open circles : samples which did not;

Isopleths of abundance in N/lOOm^.
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Figure 52.

D istribution of L_. trochiform is in November 1975.

Upper

h alf circles :

505 urn

night surface; Lower half circles :

mesh subsurface.
Figure 53.

Distribution of L. trochiform is in February 1976.

Upper

half circles :

505 ym

night surface; Lower h a lf circles :

mesh subsurface.
Figure 54.

Distribution of L. trochiform is in September 1976.
h alf c irc le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le :

Upper

505 ym

mesh subsurface.
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Figure 55.

D istribu tion of L. trochiform is in November 1976.
h alf c ir c le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c ir c le :

Upper
505 pm

mesh subsurface.
Figure 56.

D istribu tion o f L. trochiform is in May 1977.
c irc le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c ir c le :

Upper h alf
505 pm mesh

subsurface.
Figure 57.

D istribu tion of L. trochiform is in August 1977.

Upper

h a lf c irc le :

505 pm

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le :

mesh subsurface.
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Limacina in fl a ta.

The tem perature-salinity d istribution of L^.

in f 1ata was centered s im ilarly to that of L. trochiform is.

Many

fin g e rlik e projections extended along isopycnals into coastal and
shelf-slope water (Figure 58).
L. in fla ta was taken only at outer shelf stations F2 and J l in
November 1975 (Figure 59).

I t was absent from the collections made in

winter and spring of the f i r s t year and was taken only at the surface
at outer shelf stations F2 and J l in summer (Figure 60).
In f a ll of the second year, L. in fla ta was collected only in
subsurface samples at outer shelf stations A2, F2, and L4 (Figure 6 1 ).
I t was absent in w inter but in spring (Figure 62) and again in summer
(Figure 63) was taken at shelf-break station L6 on the southern
transect.
Loligo p e a le i.

The tem perature-salinity d istrib u tio n of the

meroplanktonic young of th is n e ritic squid was confined to coastal
water but was fragmented into fiv e seperate areas of the T-S diagram
(Figure 6 4 ).

L. pealei was present only in trace abundances in f a l l

of the f i r s t year and absent from collections in winter.

In spring i t

was taken only at the surface at the coastal station Cl (Figure 65),
with trace abundances at mid shelf stations N3 and E3.

I t was also

present at the surface a t Cl in summer, as well as in subsurface
samples at inner shelf station D1 (Figure 6 6 ).
In f a ll of the second year there were a few L.. pealei at northern
central shelf stations B5, D l, and N3, but the highest abundances were
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Figure 58.

Night surface tem perature-salinity d istrib u tio n of L.
in fl ata.

F illed circles :

in fl a ta ; Open circles :

samples which collected L.

samples which did not;

Isopleths

of abundance in N/lOOm^.
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Figure 59.

D istribu tion of J_. in f 1ata in November 1975.
c irc le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c ir c le :

Upper h a lf
505 ym mesh

subsurface.
Figure 60.

D istribu tion of I. in fl ata in September 1976.
c irc le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c ir c le :

Upper h a lf

505 ym mesh

subsurface.
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Figure 61.

Distribution o f ] . , in f 1ata in November 1976.
c irc le :

night surface;

Lower h a lf

Upper h alf

c irc le : 505 ym mesh

subsurface.
Figure 62.

D istribution of l^. in fla ta in May 1977.
c irc le :

night surface;

Lower h alf

Upper h alf

c ir c le : 505 ym mesh

subsurface.
Figure 63.

D istribution of L_. in fla ta in August 1977.
c irc le :

night surface;

Lower h a lf

Uper half

c irc le : 505 ym mesh

subsurface.
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Figure 64.

Night surface tem perature-salinity distrib u tio n o f ] . .
p e a le i.

F ille d c irc le s :

pe a le i; Open c irc le s :

samples which collected L_.

samples which did not;

Isopleths

of abundance in N/100m3 .
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Figure 65.

D istribution of L_. pealei in June 1976.
circles :

Upper half

night surface; Lower h a lf circles :

505 ym mesh

subsurface.
Figure 66.

D istribution of j.. peal ei in September 1976. Upper half
circles :

night surface; Lower h alf circ le s :

505 ym mesh

subsurface.
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concentrated on the southern transect a t the surface at coastal
station LI and in subsurface samples at central shelf station L2
(Figure 67).

The species was absent from collections made in w inter.

In spring trace abundances were collected at staions LI and L2 but
larger numbers were at the surface at outer shelf station F2 on the
northern transect (Figure 68).

Peak abundance in summer was found in

both surface and subsurface collections from southern coastal station
LI and in surface collections from southern central shelf station L2
and northern coastal station Cl (Figure 69).
Comparisons Among Species.

Surprisingly l i t t l e overlap occurs in

tem perature-salinity relationships of three o f the four species
considered even though the tem perature-salinity distributions were
plotted based on data pooled from two years of collections over a
large area.

The distributions of L. trochiform is and and L. in fla ta

were roughly sim ilar but the projections of both interlocked closely
with those of L_. retrovers a (Figure 70).

The major areas o f overlap

between the former two species and L. retroversa occurred at the ends
of the projections.
The fragmentation in the tem perature-salinity distrib u tio n of L.
pealei is more understandable when compared with the d istrib u tio n of
L. retroversa (Figure 7 1 ).

B asically, L_. pealei occurs throughout

coastal water wherever L. retroversa does not.
Adjacent Areas
Norfolk Canyon.

All samples considered from the outer

continental sh e lf, slope, and ris e in the v ic in ity o f Norfolk Canyon
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Figure 67.

D istribu tion of JL. pealei in November 1976.
c irc le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le :

Upper h alf
505 ym mesh

subsurface.
Figure 68.

D istribu tion of L,. peal ei in May 1977.
night surface; Lower h a lf c ir c le :

Figure 69.

Upper half c irc le :

505 ym mesh subsurface.

D istribu tion of J_. peal ei in August 1977.
c irc le :

night surface; Lower h a lf c irc le :

Upper h alf
505 ym mesh

subsurface.
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Figure 70.

Comparisons of night surface distributions in
tem perature-salinity space.

Solid lines:

L_. retroversa;

Dashed lines: J-. trochiform is; Dotted lines:

J_. in fla t a .

Presence/absence and second highest abundant isopleths are
shown fo r each species.
Figure 71.

Comparisons of night surface distributions in
tem perature-salinity space.
Dashed lines: JL. pea lei.

Solid lines:

L. retroversa;

Presence/absence and second

highest abundance isopleths are shown fo r both species.
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contained molluscs, and in general they were much more speciose than
those of the continental sh e lf.

Discriminant analysis of the fiv e

groups of night surface collections generated by numerical
c la s s ific a tio n (Figure 72) and ordination (Figure 73) showed that they
could be described in terms of temperature, bottom depth, and time of
night (Figure 74).
Box's M = 23.238
function

eigenvalue

1

8.55332

d . f . = 6, 1043.3
% variance
88.79

s ig n if. = 0.01

stand, coeff.
-1.05204 temp., 0.69599 time,
-0.54281 depth

2

0.79393

8.24

-0.92981 depth, 0.32348 temp.,
0.09194 time

3

0.28595

2.97

-0.92562

tim e, -0.15806 temp.,

-0.01106 depth
Of 59 taxa taken in the 26 surface samples, 29 were present in
more than 5%.

The clustering strategy chosen was not very successful

fo r taxa, with many m isclassifications (Figure 75) indicated by
comparison with ordination results (Figure 76).

The taxa groups

resulting from reallocation bear l i t t l e resemblance to those found on
the sh e lf.

For example L. trochiform is and L. i n f la t a , which

separated regularly in c la s s ific a tio n of the shelf data, are in the
same group here.

Holoplanktonic species which were rare or absent in

the shelf collections, such as D. trispinosa, £ . acicula, and C_.
virgula v irg u la , were common in these samples, as were the
meroplanktonic larvae of many tro pical benthic taxa.
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Figure 72.

Cluster dendrogram fo r night surface samples from the
Norfolk Canyon study.

Arrows indicate reallocations based

on ordination resu lts.
Figure 73.

Scatterplot of night surface samples from the Norfolk
Canyon study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal averaging
ordination showing boundaries of collection groups.
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Figure 74.

Scatterplot of night surface collection groups from the
Norfolk Canyon study on discriminant functions 1 and 2.
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Figure 75.

Cluster dendrogram fo r night surface taxa from the Norfolk
Canyon study.

Arrows indicate reallocations based on

ordination results.
Figure 76.

Scatterplot of night surface taxa from the Norfolk Canyon
study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal averaging ordination
showing boundaries of taxa groups.
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Collection group I , which nodal f id e li t y analysis (Table 11)
showed to contain mostly taxa group F, J_. retroversa and D.
trisp in o sa, was characterized prim arily by low temperatures (x =
11.3°C, s = 1 .1 ).

Collection group I I also contained taxa group F as

well as groups A, £ . d o liifo rm is , and E, "P. henseni” at low
temperatures (x = 13.3°C, s = 1.4) and deep bottom depths (x = 1713.3
m, s = 1306.0).

All of the collections in group I I I were made in

September 1975 in warm water (x = 22.7°C, s = 3 .8 ) and captured taxa
groups A, B, C, and D.

Collection groups IV and V were both single

anomalous tows.
The 11 day surface samples, with 20 common taxa, were not
adequate fo r detailed analysis because the collections formed clusters
fo r which the physical variable covariance matrices were not
non-singular and therefore could not be tested fo r eq u ality .
A fter elim ination of taxa occurring in 5% or less o f the 37
samples, 42 taxa were common in the 333 ym mesh subsurface samples.
Again the clustering strategy was not very successful (Figure 77).
Many m isclassifications were indicated by ordination results (Figure
7 8).

Six taxa groups were formed a fte r reallocation, and these did

not match the surface taxa groups very w e ll.

Common in th is data

subset were many taxa which were rare or absent from the continental
shelf co llections, including those mentioned from the night surface
collections as well as C. 1amarcki larvae, L_. helicoides, C.
columnella, D. p a p ilio , £ . a t!a n ti cum, A. m o ris ii, T. alessandrini,
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Table 11.

Nodal f id e li t y analysis of night surface data from the
Norfolk Canyon study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

V

A

0.592

1.625

1.354

2.167

0.0

B

0.062

0.371

2.9/1

0.0

0.0

C

0.0

0.181

3.160

0.0

0.0

D

0.059

0.0

3.162

0.0

0.0

E

0.433

2.600

0.650

0.0

5.200

F

1.444

2.167

0.0

0.0

0.0
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Figure 77.

Cluster dendrogram fo r 333 pm mesh subsurface taxa from
the Norfolk Canyon study.

Arrows indicate reallocations

based on ordination results.
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and A. veranyi.

Group sizes ranged from a single species in four

groups to 33 taxa in one group.
Sim ilar results were obtained with the 44 common taxa from the 34
subsurface 202 ym mesh co lle ctions , except th at more meroplankton taxa
were captured.

Agreement between clustering (Figure 79) and

ordination (Figure 80) was very poor but fiv e groups were constructed.
According to ordination, one group contained 30 of the taxa, while
three of the groups each consisted of a single species.
Oceanic.

Of the data subsets from the oceanic cruise, only the

night surface data were adequate fo r community analysis.

A to ta l of

33 taxa were common out of 59 collected in the 15 night surface
samples that collected molluscs.
Discriminant analysis of the four collection groups generated by
numerical c la s s ific a tio n (Figure 81) and ordination (Figure 82) should
be considered with caution since the covariance matrices of physical
variables were not shown to be equal at the .05 p ro bability le v e l.
However, results (Figure 83) did indicate a strong
tem perature-salinity gradient.
Box's M = 15.596

c . f . = 6 , 432.3

s ig n if = 0.11

function

eigenvalue

% variance

stand, coe ff.

1

147.02355

99.39

0.92584 sal i n . ,

0.65775 temp.

2

0.89526

0.61

0.79208 temp.,

-0.45038 s a lin .
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Figure 78.

Scatterplot of 333 ym mesh subsurface taxa from the
Norfolk Canyon study on axes 1 and 3 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
F ille d circles represent more than one data point.
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Figure 79.

Cluster dendrogram fo r 202 um mesh subsurface taxa from
the Norfolk Canyon study.

Arrows indicate reallocations

based on ordination results.
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Figure 80.

Scatterplot of 202 ym mesh subsurface taxa from the
Norfolk Canyon study on axes 1 and 3 o f reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
F ille d circ le s represent more than one data point.
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Figure 81.

Cluster dendrogram of night surface samples from the
oceanic study.

Arrow indicates reallocation based on

ordination results.
Figure 82.

Scatterplot of night surface samples from the oceanic
study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal averaging ordination
showing boundaries of collection groups.

F ille d c irc le

represents more than one data point.
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Figure 83.

S catterplot of night surface collection groups from the
oceanic study on discriminant functions 1 and 2.
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Numerical cla s s ific a tio n proved adequate to describe the taxa
groups.

Five clusters were formed (Figure 84) with ordination results

(Figure 85) indicating only one subgroup to be m isclassified.

Several

additional taxa were common in th is data subset which were eith er rare
or absent in both the continental shelf and the Norfolk Canyon
studies, including C. sic u la , A. argo, S. subula, and J_. jan th in a.
Collection group I , which nodal f id e li t y analysis (Table 12)
indicated contained taxa group B (£ . d o liifo rm is , C. lo n q iro s tris , H.
s tr ia ta , Thais sp ., and L_. retroversa) was characterized by low
temperatures (x = 11.6°C, s = 0 .2 ) and s a lin itie s which were
comparatively low fo r the deep-sea (x = 35.4 ppt, s = 0 .1 ).

Taxa

group A (£ . sic u la , A. fusca, D. trisp in o sa, T. galea, P.. k re b s ii, C).
keraudrenii, A. argo, and

uncinata) group D ( “P. henseni11,

unidentified bivalve larvae, A. peroni, and L_. bulimoides) and group E
(A. in c lin a ta , L. me!anostoma, P.. sou leyeti, and J_. janthin a) a ll
showed high f id e lit y fo r collection group I I , which was characterized
by comparatively high temperatures (x = 18.4°C, s = 0.2) and
s a lin itie s (x = 36.6 ppt, s = 0 .0 1 ).

All taxa groups exhibited some

f id e li t y to collection group I I I , which was also characterized by high
temperatures (x = 19.5°C, s = 1 .1 ) and s a lin itie s (x = 36.5 ppt, s =
0 .1 ), but the highest f id e li t y was with taxa group C (unidentified
prosobranch velig ers, Lame!1aria spp., £ . acicula, £ . v irg u la, £ .
nicobaricum, unidentified Turridae, _C. 1amarcki larvae, J.. in f la t a , L.
trochiform is, C^. in fle x a , A. gaudichaudi, and S^. subula).

Collection

group IV was a single low temperature (11.8°C ), low s a lin ity
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Figure 84.

Cluster dendrogram fo r night surface taxa from oceanic
study.
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Figure 85.

Scatterplot of night surface taxa from ocean study on axes
1 and 2 of reciprocal averaging ordination showing
boundaries of taxa groups.

F ille d c ircles represent more

than one data point.
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Table 12.

Nodal f id e lit y analysis of night surface data from the
oceanic study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

A

0.0

1.719

0.938

0.0

B

1.923

0.192

0.923

3.462

C

0.0

0.407

2.442

0.349

D

0.0

1.484

1.219

0.0

E

0.0

1.196

1.565

0.0
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(35.3 ppt) tow which collected members of taxa group C in addition to
group B.
Chesapeake Bay.

Neither the night surface nor the day surface

data subsets were adequate fo r detailed community analysis.

Of 30

samples sorted from each, only six samples of each type captured
molluscs.
In the 333 ym mesh subsurface collections, 16 out of 28 captured
molluscs.

Numerical c la s s ific a tio n (Figure 86) clustered the samples

into four groups from which ordination (Figure 87) indicated one
sample to be m isclassified.
1978 samples.

Group I consisted of a ll of the August

Group I I included the March 1978 samples from the

western side of the lower bay.

Group I I I samples were from the

eastern side of the lower bay in March 1978.

Group IV was a single

March tow o ff Lynnhaven.
Of 16 taxa collected in the 333 ym mesh samples, 11 were taken
more than once.

Numerical c la s s ific a tio n (Figure 88) generated four

taxa groups with no m isclassifications based on ordination (Figure
8 9 ).

Group A included Epitonium sp ., Naticidae, M. la te r a lis , _N.

vibex, and Pyramidellidae.

Group B consisted of L.. hyalina and T.

a g ilis .

The species in group C were E^. directus, L. jr r o r a t a , and M.

e du lis.

Group D, L. retroversa, was the only holopelagic species

taken in these samples.
Nodal analysis of f id e li t y (Table 13) showed that taxa group A
had the highest f id e lit y fo r collection group I (August).

Both taxa
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Figure 86.

Cluster dendrogram fo r 333 urn mesh subsurface samples from
the Chesapeake Bay study.

Arrow indicates reallocation

based on ordination results.
Figure 87.

Scatterplot of 333 ym mesh subsurface samples from the
Chesapeake Bay study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of collection
groups.
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Figure 88.

Cluster dendrogram fo r 333 ym mesh subsurface taxa from
the Chesapeake Bay study.

Figure 89.

Scatterplot of 333 ym mesh subsurface taxa from the
Chesapeake Bay study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
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groups B and C showed high f id e li t y fo r collection group I I (lower
western March) while taxa groups C and D had high f id e lit y for
collection group I I I (lower eastern March).

Taxa group D (JL.

retroversa) was the only taxon in collection group IV (o ff Lynnhaven).
Sim ilar results were obtained from the 202 urn mesh subsurface
samples.

A to ta l of 15 out of 26 samples captured molluscs.

These

were clustered into fiv e groups (Figure 90) with two
m isclassifications indicated by ordination (Figure 91).

The samples

in group I were from the western middle bay in March 1978.

Those in

group I I were from the bay mouth in March 1978.

Group I I I consisted

of samples from the eastern bay in March 1978.

Group IV was a March

1978 sample from the comparatively deep Baltimore Channel.

Group V

included a ll of the August 1978 collections as well as a single March
sample from the northern part of the study area.
Of 12 taxa collected in these samples, 10 were taken more than
once.

These were clustered into three groups (Figure 92) with no

m isclassifications, based on ordination (Figure 9 3 ).

Nodal analysis

(Table 14) showed high f id e lit y between taxa group A (M. la t e r a lis ,
Pyramidellidae, _N. vibex, J_. irr o r a ta , Epitoniun sp ., and N.
obsoletus) and collection group V (August).

Taxa group I I (£.

directus and M. edulis) and high f id e lit y fo r collection groups I
(western March), I I (bay mouth March), and I I I (eastern March).

Taxa

group C (T. a g ilis and L. hyalina) had its highest f id e lit y fo r
collection groups I I (bay mouth March), I I I (eastern March), and IV
(Baltimore Channel).
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Table 13.

Nodal f id e lit y analysis of 333 pm mesh subsurface data from
the Chesapeake Bay study.

Collection Groups
Taxa Groups

I

II

III

IV

A

1.857

0.0

0.381

0.0

B

0.288

3.429

0.0

0.0

C

0.143

2.000

2.286

0.0

D

0.0

0.0

2.667

8.000
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Figure 90.

Cluster dendrogram fo r 202 pm mesh subsurface samples from
the Chesapeake Bay study.

Arrow indicates reallocation

based on ordination results.
Figure 91.

Scatterplot of 202 pm mesh subsurface samples from the
Chesapeake Bay study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of co llection
groups.

F ille d c ircles represent more than one data

point.
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■ Figure 92.

Cluster dendrogram fo r 202 pm mesh subsurface taxa from
the Chesapeake Bay study.

Figure 93.

Scatterplot of 202 ym mesh subsurface taxa from the
Chesapeake Bay study on axes 1 and 2 of reciprocal
averaging ordination showing boundaries of taxa groups.
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Table 14.

Nodal d i f e li t y analysis of 202 ym mesh subsurface data from
the Chesapeake Bay study.

Collection Groups
I

II

A

0.0

0.625

0.0

0.0

B

1.667

3.333

1.667

0.0

0.0

C

0.0

2.143

1.429

2.143

0.612

Taxa Groups

III

IV

V
1.964
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DISCUSSION
General
When an organism is captured in a plankton co lle ctio n , a lim ited
number of altern ate hypotheses can explain its presence in the sampled
area.

A plankton species is e ith e r resident or transient in a

geographic area.

Residence requires a mechanism for retention in the

area, such as Tyler and Seliger (1978) found fo r the din o fla g ellate
Prorocentrum in the Chesapeake Bay.

The population spends part o f the

year in surface waters which flow down-estuary and part of the year in
up-estuary flowing bottom waters.

S im ila rly , copepod populations are

maintained w ithin the Oregon upwelling zone by specific relationships
between th e ir v e rtic a l d istrib u tio n patterns and the two cell zonal
c irc u la tio n (Peterson, M ille r , and Hutchinson 1979).

Gyre circu

la tio n , such as the Anticosti gyre in the Gulf of S t. Lawrence
(Sevigny, S in c la ir, El-Sabh, Poulet, and Coote 1979) or the Loop
Current in the Gulf of Mexico (Austin 1971), w ill also maintain a
plankton population in an area i f conditions are favorable fo r
reproduction.

Meroplankton residence requires the assumption th at an

adult breeding population is present in the area, as in the cases of
the fishes Anchoa m itc h illi and Cynoscion regal is in Chesapeake Bay
(Olney 1978).

Resident holoplankton must reproduce in the area, and

thus display sexual development, increased abundance of small
individu als, and year-round presence, as does Centropages typicus on
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the inner continental shelf (Van Engel and Tan 1965), or would have a
l i f e history stage such as resting eggs in cladocerans (Bryan and
Grant 1979) and in the copepod Labidocera aestiva (Gibson and Grice
1977).
Transient presence requires an adequate flow regime as a
transport mechanism.

Transient meroplankton originate from a breeding

population external to the sampled area.

Examples include Callinectes

larvae offshore in the Middle A tla n tic Bight (Smyth, in press) and
telo plan ic larvae of shallow liv in g benthic species in the Gulf Stream
and Sargasso Sea (Scheltema 1971b).

Transient holoplankton may

encounter marginal conditions, in which case abundance gradually
decreases as when cold-water Foraminifera are transported into the
Sargasso Sea ( C if e lli 1962).

When cyclonic Gulf Stream eddies

transport slope water into the Northern Sargasso Sea, the plankton
community decays more rapidly than the physico-chemical signature of
the eddy does (Wiebe, Hulburt, Carpenter, Jahn, Knapp, Boyd, Ortner,
and Cox 1976).

The phytoplankton assemblage is altered more rapidly

than the zooplankton assemblage because of a lack of success of
diatoms in the eddy (Ortner, Hulburt, and Wiebe 1979).

On the other

hand, transient holoplankton may encounter temporarily favorable
conditions, in which case a "bloom" occurs.

Under favorable

conditions abundance of small individuals increases due to
reproduction and, with adequate sampling, progressive d r i f t of the
population can be followed u n til conditions become unfavorable and the
population dies o f f.

This sequence has been described fo r
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no
phytoplankton (Patten, Mulford, and Warinner 1963) and chaetognaths
(Grant 1977b) in the Chesapeake Bay.
The other possible d istrib u tio n pattern is absence of a species
which the sampling methodology would be expected to capture in the
sampled area.

In th is case some mechanism must be responsible for

exclusion of the species from the area.

Backus, Craddock, Haedrich,

and Shores (1969) have shown that discontinuities in the distribution
of mesopelagic fauna are associated with fronts in the western
Sargasso Sea.

S im ilarly , Robertson, Roberts, and Wilson (1978) found

that the distributions of many mesopelagic species do not extend
across the Subtropical Convergence, at least in the v ic in ity of
Chatham Rise.

Other possible exclusion mechanisms include adverse

flow regime and unfavorable environmental conditions.

The following

discussion considers the d istrib u tio n of planktonic molluscs in the
Middle A tlan tic Bight with respect to these hypotheses.
Although planktonic molluscs cannot generally be considered to be
neustonic, the night surface samples are adequate to describe the
ecological conditions of th e ir nighttime d is trib u tio n .

Hempel and

Weikert (1972) reviewed the neuston of the northeastern A tlan tic and
concluded that many species of pteropods should be considered to be
fa c u lta tiv e neuston and that surface positive reactions were evident,
p a rtic u la rly in the adults.

They also found that a tla n tid heteropods

were common at the surface, even during mid-day.

Morris (1975) found

that the abundance of thecosomes in the neuston was 0.89 times that in
the 0-300 m depth stratun in the northwest A tlan tic and he found that
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m
atlantids were more common in the neuston than in the 0-300 m layer.
The larvae of most species of pelagic cephalopods occur in the
near-surface waters both during the day and at night (Roper and Young
1975).

Prosobranch velig ers, which must swim upward in order to feed,

exh ibit surface positive reactions throughout the day (Richter 1973).
There is also some evidence that the larvae of some bivalve species
perform diurnal vertic al migrations to the surface at night
(Miliekovsky 1973).
The faunal characteristics of the day surface samples were
d is tin c t from those of the other data subsets.

These samples were

ty p ifie d by fewer taxa with variable in te rs p ecific associations.

This

is because almost a ll taxa captured on the continental shelf are
diurnal vertic al migrators with surface positive reactions a t night.
The occasional capture at the surface during the day of species which
are normally nocturnal v is ito rs to the surface cannot be considered
representative of th e ir ecology.
With the exception of the day surface data, there is general
agreement among the data subsets from the continental shelf on the
composition of taxa groups and the factors controlling th e ir
distrib u tio n s.

Four major taxa groups were id e n tifie d from the

continental shelf study and these remained consistently stable
throughout the two years studied.

Since the species discussed below

were clustered based on distrib u tio n al s im ila r ity , i t is lik e ly th at
the distributional findings fo r the dominant species apply to the
other group members as wel1.
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In the six data subsets from the continental shelf exclusive of
day surface (night surface, 505 ym mesh subsurface, and 202 ym mesh
subsurface from each y e a r), L,. retroversa, I. trochiform is, and L.
in fla ta were a ll present in clusters d is tin c t from each other in a ll
six data subsets.

L. pealei was present in d is tin c t clusters in three

data subsets and was associated with L. retroversa in two subsets.
These species are considered to be dominants within d is tin c t taxa
groups based on commonness and abundance (see Appendix A).
In the six data subsets discussed above, L.. retroversa was
associated with P_. doliiform is in a ll six and with C. 1imacina in
three.

Neither of the l a t t e r species was associated with any of the

other dominant species in any of the data subsets.

In these six data

subsets, j_. trochiform is was associated with A. peroni in fiv e subsets
and with C. lo n g iro s tris , C. virg u la , and A. gaudichaudi in four
subsets, although the la s t three species were clustered into a
separate group in one subset.

JL. in f la ta was associated with L.

bulimoides and £ . in flexa in four data subsets and with L_. lesueuri in
three, and none of these species were associated with any other
dominants.
Many other taxa were common in more than one data subset but were
not consistently associated with any of the species assemblages
discussed above.

For those which could not be id e n tifie d to species,

e.g . unidentified Naticidae larvae, i t is lik e ly that more than one
species was present.

Pooling of data on species with d issim ilar

distributions would result in a much broader apparent geographic,
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temporal, and physiological range and would cause fluctuations in
associations of the pooled taxon with other id e n tifie d taxa.

Other

explanations of fluctuating group membership include eurytopy with
respect to the physical variables which apparently control the
d is trib u tio n of the dominant species, and physical requirements o f a
species which are intermediate between those of the dominant species.
Results of discriminant analysis indicated th a t collection groups
which had been defined based on faunal composition could be separated
in terms of physical variables.

During the f i r s t year of the

continental shelf study, a single transect was analyzed and the
surface collection groups separated well in terms o f temperature and
s a lin ity .

The second year data were more extensive, though, and

bottom depth and time of collection as well as temperature and
s a lin ity were required to discrim inate between surface collection
groups.

This is probably because, on the continental shelf, bottom

depth is a function of distance offshore and surface s a lin ity , in
general, increases with distance from shore (Bowman 1977), but
v a r ia b ility w ithin these generalizations is encountered when the scale
of the observations is expanded to include the en tire continental
shelf study area rather than a single transect.
The tem perature-salinity relationships o f the dominant species
are based on data pooled from two years of night surface collections.
The d istributions of J_. retroversa, L.. trochiform is, and L. in fla ta
a ll included fin g e rlik e projections extending roughly along
isopycnals.

These fingers are suggestive of mixing but include two
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types, the d istin ctio n of which is important.

Fingers composed of

quasi-synoptic observations, such as the projection of J_. retroversa
into winter coastal water in February 1976, represent progressive
alterations of species abundance with respect to temperature and
s a lin ity associated with a single event.

Fingers composed of

non-synoptic observations but occurring at specific stations, such as
the projection o f L. trochiform is into shelf-slope water at outer
shelf stations L4, L6, and J1 in November 1976 and May 1977, can be
interpreted as the manifestation of a recurrent phenomenon.
Taxa Groups
L. retroversa, £ . d o !iifo rm is , and C. limacina were general ly
taken at central and outer shelf stations and, in the night surface
samples, were consistently associated by nodal analysis with
collection groups characterized by low temperatures.

These are a ll

subarctic species which are common in the Gulf of Maine (Bigelow 1926)
where the gymnosomes P. do!iiform is and C. limacina have been shown by
Lai1i (1970) to feed on d iffe re n t sizes of the thecosome L.
retroversa.
There is no apparent mechanism fo r retention of these species on
the continental shelf of the Middle A tla n tic Bight.

Circulation in

the area is along-shelf from northeast to southwest throughout the
year (Bishop and Overland 1977) with only occasional short-term
reversals of surface d r i f t under conditions of strong southern winds
or reduced runoff (Bumpus 1969).

Reproduction has been described fo r

L_. retroversa (Hsaio 1939), JP. do!iiform is (Lai 1i and Conover 1973),
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and £ . limancina (Lebour 1931), and none have been shown to produce
resting eggs.

I t is therefore unlikely th at these are resident

species.

I. retroversa appears on the Middle A tla n tic Bight continental
shelf in la te f a ll in the northern central shelf area.
spreads to the south and to the outer sh e lf.

By winter i t

Then i t reaches peak

abundance in the spring throughout the northern part of the study
area.

In the summer only a remnant population remains in the

subsurface waters of the central sh e lf.

This remnant is probably

associated with the "cold pool" phenomenon.

During part of the year

along the central and outer sh e lf, warm water at the surface overlies
water at the bottom which retains w inter temperature characteristics.
This "cold pool" is isolated early in spring from the rest of the
water column by a strong thermocline, which remains un til la te f a ll
(Ketchum and Corwin 1964).

Unlike most zooplankton, which tend to

aggregate at a density discontinuity, L. retroversa avoids such
discontinuities (Harder 1968).

I t is therefore unlikely that th is

species would migrate v e rtic a lly through the strong s tra tific a tio n
described above.

The presence of L. retroversa in subsurface samples

and i t s concurrent absence from surface samples in the central shelf
region during the s tr a tifie d season implies that the species is
confined to the "cold pool".
Populations of L. retroversa are transported into the Gulf of
Maine repeatedly through the year, but although the species reproduces
in the Gulf of Maine, the populations are unable to maintain th e ir
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numbers throughout the summer (Redfield 1939).

Apparently, a sim ilar

sequence occurs in the area of the Middle A tlan tic Bight studied fo r
th is report.

Reproduction is a possible explanation fo r the spring

abundance peaks on the northern transect.

Bigelow and Sears (1939)

proposed "either that adult Limacina vanishes en tire ly from the
offshore b e lt— hence presumably from the area as a whole— in la te
summer and early autimn ( i t was not found a t a ll in October), to
reappear widespread as fa r south as Delaware Bay by November, much as
Redfield (1939) reports fo r the Gulf of Maine, or else th at a stock of
adults persists rig ht through the autumn in some years, but not in
others."

The data presented here indicate that these persistent

adults are associated with the "cold pool".

The "cold pool" is

isopycnal with the slope water and parcels have been known to c a lf
seaward from i t (Bumpus 1973) as i t moves southward throughout the
s tr a tifie d season (Boicourt and Hacker 1976).

Both calving and

southward flow probably transport the JL. retroversa taxa group out of
the Middle A tla n tic Bight and into the slope water gyre (Csanady
1979).
The tem perature-salinity d is trib u tio n of L. retroversa indicates
that i t is introduced onto the Middle A tlan tic Bight continental shelf
in coastal water (Welch and Ruzecki 1979) but is taken at lower
abundances as th is water mixes with Gulf Stream eddy and slope waters
or is cooled to winter coastal water characteristics.

The fingers

projecting outward roughly along isopycnals from the center of
distrib u tio n in tem perature-salinity space (Figure 43) are very
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suggestive of mixing and association o f the fingers o f ] . , retroversa's
tem perature-salinity d istrib u tio n with the northern transect indicates
that modification of the surface waters in which th is species is
transported to conditions which are unfavorable fo r the species occurs
almost exclusively in the northern part of the Middle A tlan tic Bight.
These modifications include mixing with slope and Gulf Stream eddy
waters a t the shelf edge and cooling or warming in the central shelf
area.
Taken at central and outer shelf stations, L_. trochiform is, C.
lo n g iro s tris , £ . v irg u la, A. peroni, and A. gaudichaudi were
consistently associated by nodal analysis with night collection groups
characterized by high surface temperatures.

Chen and Hillman (1970)

stated th a t L. trochiform is and C. virg u la conica are characteristic
of the Gulf Stream and Be" and Gilmer (1977) lis te d £ . longirostris as
a warm-water cosmopolitan species with tro pical a f f in it ie s .

L i t t l e is

known of heteropod d is trib u tio n , but according to Spoel (1976)
heteropods are restricted to oceanic water in lower latitudes and are
less common in central ocean gyres.

Taylor and Berner (1970) found A.

peroni to be the dominant heteropod in the Gulf of Mexico where A.
gaudichaudi is also present.
None of these species are strong vertic a l migrators.

Myers

(1967) described the maximun daytime concentration of L. trochiform is
at 50 m whereas no adults were found below 100 m at any time.

£.

virgula conica was classified by Stepien (1978) as a non-migratory or
feebly migratory taxon lim ited prim arily to the upper 100 m.
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Heteropod v e rtic a l d is trib u tio n is p rac tic a lly unknown
(Thiriot-Quievreux 1973) but at!antids are usually captured at depths
of less than 100 m (e .g . Michel and Foyo 1976).
L. tro chiform is, based on its fragmented d is trib u tio n , appears to
be transported across the shelf break and onto the shelf in occasional
pulses, which are transmitted a ll the way to the nearshore area.
These pulses probably represent intrusions and i t is lik e ly th a t at
least some of the events described by physical oceanographers as slope
water intrusions (Boicourt and Hacker 1976; Wright 1976) are actually
o f Gulf Stream o rig in .

Jahn and Backus (1976) found that slope water

is characterized by a d is tin c t mesopelagic fis h fauna, although no
species were endemic to slope water.

Of 39 oceanic cephalopod species

id e n tifie d by Lu and Roper (1979) from Deepwater Dumpsite 106, fiv e
species were considered to be representative of water types: three
species prim arily occurred in slope water, one species occurred only
in eddy water, and one species occurred equally in both water types.
My results show te n ta tiv e indications of a sim ilar slope water
zooplankton community, characterized in the molluscan fauna by I).
trisp in o sa, of which adults or larvae were present in most of the
Norfolk Canyon samples examined.

I. trochiform is, however, is

probably not part o f th at fauna.

This species is not known to produce

resting eggs (L a lli and Wells 1978).

I t was very common in the summer

Norfolk Canyon collections when an eddy was present in the area
(Ruzecki 1979) but of the 84 winter collections taken in the absence
o f an eddy a to ta l of four specimens were collected in two samples.
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The same pattern was evident in the other species which were
associated with L. trochiform is on the sh e lf.

I t is therfore lik e ly

th at the presence of these species indicates waters of Gulf Stream
o rigin or slope water which has been "seeded" with Gulf Stream species
by the recent passage of an eddy.

For example, in November 1976 on

the southern transect, the water at coastal station LI had the
physical characteristics of coastal water while a t outer shelf station
L4 the upper water column (0-ca. 60 m) had shelf-slope characteristics
and the lower water column (ca. 60 m - bottom) had slope water
characteristics (Welch and Ruzecki 1979), but the Gulf Stream species
J_. trochiform is was found at greater than trace abundances in the
night surface samples from station LI and both night surface and
subsurface samples from station L4.

On 24 November 1976, s a te llite

infrared imagery of sea surface temperatures indicated a disturbance
o f the Gulf Stream northeast of Cape Hatteras (Figure 9 4 ), probably
caused by the entrainment of an anticyclonic eddy which had passed o f f
o f the V irgin ia coast two months e a r lie r .

Since circu la tio n on the

Middle A tlantic shelf is generally alongshore, northeast to southwest
(Bumpus 1973), i t seems lik e ly th at i f the water on the southern
transect in November 1976 had originated from a Gulf Stream ring i t
was probably intruded onto the shelf fa rth e r to the northeast.
Boicourt (1973) has shown that during the s tr a tifie d season intrusions
occur at mid-depth, above the "cold pool".

A recent estimate of mean

d irection and velocity of flow at mid-depth on the Middle A tlantic
shelf is 217° a t 3.9 cm/sec (Mayer, Hansen, and Ortman 1979).
Assuming that the intruded water mass had roughly the same direction
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Figure 94.

Location of Gulf Stream and shelf-edge fronts on 24
November 1976 based on U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office
Experimental Ocean Frontal Analysis.

GS: Gulf Stream; SH:

Shelf Water; SL: Slope Water.
Figure 95.

Locations of Gulf Stream and shelf-edge fronts on 1 June
1977 based on U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office Experimental
Ocean Frontal Analysis.

GS: Gulf Stream; SH: Shelf Water;

SL: Slope Water.
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and velocity as the mean mid-depth values presented above,
dead-reckoning estimates of the points at which the L. trochiform is
populations present at stations LI and L4 in November 1976 crossed the
shelf break place the origins of both populations to the north of the
anticyclonic eddy mentioned above (as indicated by the U.S. Naval
Oceanographic O ffice Experimental Ocean Frontal Analysis).

Intrusions

transporting these populations onto the shelf could be a subsurface
response to the entrainment of surface shelf water along the t r a ilin g
edge of the eddy.
The tem perature-salinity d is trib u tio n of L^. trochiform is (Figure
51) indicates that th is species is introduced into the Middle A tlan tic
Bight in waters of Gulf Stream o rigin and th at it s abundance decreases
as th e ir host water mass mixes with coastal and shelf-slope waters.
The fingers projecting along isopycnals indicate that mixing of Gulf
Stream and shelf-slope waters at the surface occurs along the en tire
outer shelf whereas surface mixing of offshore and coastal waters
occurs at the central and inner shelf throughout the study area,
perhaps by juxtaposition o f shelf and Gulf Stream waters when an eddy
is in the area (see e.g . Eddy H in Figure 94).
L. in fla t a , L. bulimoides, L. 1esueuri, and £ . in f 1exa were
collected almost exclusively offshore of the 100 m isobath, and in the
night surface samples were associated with high s a lin itie s as well as
deep bottom depths.

Although Be and Gilmer (1977) lis te d a ll of these

but L_. in f 1ata as d istributed prim arily in the central ocean
watermasses and Chen and Hillman (1970) concluded th at J_. i n f 1ata is
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ch a racteristic of the Sargasso Sea, Wormelle (1962) found a ll four
species in the Florida current where L. in fla ta was the commonest
species collected.

I t is therefore possible that th is group is

transported into the Middle A tlantic Bight eith er in the warm cores of
anticyclonic eddies (Saunders 1971) or in the Gulf Stream waters of
the rings themselves.
A ll of these species are strong vertic al migrators.
found that

Myers (1967)

adult L.. in f 1ata and JL. bulimoides were absent from the

upper 90 m of the water column o ff Cape Hatteras during the day
although they were present there at night.

In the Florida Current L.

lesueuri descends to depths of 100 m or greater during the day as does
C_. in fle x a

(Wormelle 1962).

These species are therefore probably

excluded from the continental shelf by the bottom depths which are
shallower than the depths to which they migrate d a ily .

Vertical

migration of zooplankton is related to the in tensity of downwelling
lig h t within the preferred thermal range of the species (Clark 1933;
Hardy and Bainbridge 1954; Moore and Corwin 1956).

Oceanic species

adapted to follow isolumes to depths of greater than 100 m would
probably follow these isolumes down to the sediment-water interface
when transported onto the upper slope and she lf.

I t is unlikely th at

they would be able to a lte r th e ir behavior to avoid contact with the
bottom although predation by benthic and demersal slope species
(Sedberry and Musick 1978) may prevent many individuals from reaching
the bottom.

Conceivable exceptions to th is lim itatio n include
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conditions which lim it lig h t penetration, such as prolonged heavy
cloud cover, phytoplankton blooms, and high tu rb id ity .
I t is not lik e ly th at the shelf edge fro n t (Wright 1976) would
prevent transport o f these species onto the shelf since Wright (1976)
estimated that about 100 water parcels averaging 400 km2 in area and
50 m thickness must be exchanged annually across the fro nt in the
Middle A tlan tic Bight in order to maintain the salt balance in the
shelf waters.

Such intrusions have frequently been id en tified (e .g .

Rao, Strong, and K o ffle r 1971).
The tem perature-salinity distrib u tio n of L_. in f 1ata overlapped
that of JL. trochiform is almost exactly, indicating sim ilar origins and
tolerance to environmental v a r ia b ility .

This is fu rth e r supported by

the Norfolk Canyon results where th is group and the previous one were
not separated by eith e r cluster analysis or ordination.

Although

there are tem perature-salinity fingers indicating mixing with coastal,
shelf-slope, and slope waters at the shelf edge (Figure 58), th is
group cannot be of use as a water mass tracer on the continental shelf
because of the depth lim itatio n s discussed above.
The planktonic young of L. p e a le i, a common n e ritic squid, were
generally taken at coastal and a few central shelf stations and were
associated with low s a lin ity samples.
l i f e history of th is species.

L it t le is known of the early

Although Summers (1971) stated th at two

broods arise each year, one a ubiquitous July brood and the other a
November brood which probably originates in the southern Middle
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A tlan tic Bight, McMahon and Summers (1971) found the eggs of th is
species in the Woods Hole region from May to October.

Since

planktonic I. pealei were taken at coastal stations on the northern
transect in November of both years of th is study, autumn hatching is
not lik e ly to be lim ited to the southern part o f the bight.

Capture

o f larvae in June 1976 and May 1977 also indicates e a r lie r
commencement of hatching than Summers (1971) found.

I. pealei is confined to coastal water in tem perature-salinity
space, apparently exclusive of th at occupied by subarctic L_.
retroversa indicating separate origins within the coastal waters.
resu lt is a fragmented tem perature-salinity d is trib u tio n .

The

This is

probably an a r t if a c t and i f sampling continued over several years a
continuous d istrib u tio n would probably re s u lt.
With the exception of May 1977, the consistent capture of L.
pealei a t inner and inner-mid shelf stations indicated th at i t may be
retained within a coastal boundary layer (Beardsley and Hart 1978) as
was suggested by Grant (1977; 1979).

Boundary layer conditions would

be subject to runoff and wind conditions since strong southwest winds
and reduced runoff reduce the strength of longshore surface flow
(Bumpus 1969).

There are two possible explanations fo r the capture of

L.. pealei a t the surface at outer shelf station F2 in May 1977.

West

and southwest winds, which are common at th is time of year, and were
recorded fo r 11 of the 14 days prio r to the 23 May collection date
(NOAA 1977), resu lt in surface transport offshore (Boicourt 1973).
Also, a warm core Gulf Stream ring was present (Figure 95) offshore of
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the shelf-edge fro n t (Wright 1976), and such eddies have been shown to
entrain shelf water along th e ir t r a ilin g edges (Saunders 1971).
Either phenomenon would resu lt in offshore transport of surface fauna.
Analyses of surface collection groups from the Norfolk Canyon and
oceanic studies must be considered to be preliminary because they are
based on only two cruises and one cruise, respectively.

Within the

lim ited continental sh e lf, slope, and ris e area sampled in the
v ic in ity o f Norfolk Canyon, s a lin ity was re la tiv e ly constant, so
discrim ination between surface collection groups was based on surface
temperature and bottom depth.

The oceanic study sampled only a single

season and although a strong tem perature-salinity gradient was
described, s a lin ity was the most important of the variables.

I t is

lik e ly th a t sampling which is more extensive in space and time would
reveal increased importance of temperature.
Offshore transport of the surface layer is probably the reason
th at many of the taxa taken in the Norfolk Canyon and oceanic studies
were rare or missing on the Middle A tla n tic sh e lf.
such as J_. janthina and

Neustonic species

at! anti cum would ce rta in ly be excluded by

offshore d r i f t as would Sargassum fauna such as j_. me!anostoma and
pelagica.

Weak vertic al migrators which stay in the surface layer

such as C. acicula and many of the larval forms would be excluded as
w ell.

Northeast and east winds, such as are associated with cyclonic

storms in the area result in onshore surface transport.

This could

account fo r the occasional presence of surface species such as Sagitta
tenuis and Anomalocera ornata a t coastal stations (Grant 1979).

Many
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other Norfolk Canyon and oceanic taxa not taken on the shelf are
mesopelagic or bathypelagic and were undoubtedly prevented from
transport onto the shelf by the reduced bottom depths as the
i n f 1ata group was.
Ruzecki (1979) has shown the Norfolk Canyon to be an area of very
complex water mass layerin g.

The large number of species collected

there, p artic u la rly in the oblique subsurface samples, re fle c ts th is
complexity, since a single tow could pass through as many as fiv e
d is tin c t water masses and co lle ct separate faunas from each.

I t seems

lik e ly that the fa ilu r e of numerical c la s s ific a tio n , seen in the large
number of m isclassifications, with these data is related to th is
complexity since collections of a mixture of faunas could greatly
confuse d istrib u tio n al s im ila r ity .
The Chesapeake Bay data showed lim ited signs of zooplankton
community interaction between the bay and the continental she lf.

JE.

d irectus, which was common in subsurface collections along the inner
shelf during the second year of the continental shelf study, was a
dominant species in sub-surface collections from the eastern side of
the lower bay in March 1978.

The residual non-tidal circulation of

the Chesapeake Bay is th at of a p a rtly mixed estuary (Pritchard 1952).
This involves freshwater outflow at the surface and inflow of saline
water from the shelf along the bottom, both being deflected to the
rig h t of the direction o f residual flow by C oriolis acceleration
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(Beardsley and Hart 1978).

The level of no net motion slopes upward

to the r ig h t, looking upestuary, indicating that most of the shelf
water input is on that side.

The concentration of t. directus on th is

side is quite lik e ly a result of coastal o rigin s.

Grant and Olney

(1979) have shown that winter-spring intrusions of coastal species are
even more important to the zooplankton ecology of the lower Chesapeake
Bay than these results indicate.

The importance of surface transport

of estuarine species onto the shelf has not been adequately assessed.
There appear to be several independent, but in teracting, factors
affecting zooplankton community structure on the continental shelf.
The results discussed above show that changes in temperature,
s a lin ity , bottom depth, and surface transport a ffe c t zooplankton
community structure on the continental she lf.

This is partic u larly

evident from the variables included in the m ultiple discriminant
functions fo r the second year data.

I t is also evident in the shapes

of the reciprocal averaging ordination curves.

Ordination of a simple

gradient results in a horseshoe shaped curve (Fasham, 1977) as was
found in the deep sea ordination, but ordination results for the rest
of the data sets were complex, with l i t t l e consistent pattern.

Robust

taxa group separations occurred which could not be explained in terms
of the variables examined.

I t seems lik e ly that other factors, such

as biological interactions, are at work as w ell.
Previous Studies
Previous investigators have q u a lita tiv e ly recognized many of the
zooplankton community interactions exemplified by the molluscs in th is
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presentation but have attributed these interactions to other causes.
Fish (1925) id en tified the presence of tropical species in the Woods
Hole region but simply lumped them into a summer plankton community
which is controlled by local water temperature.

Bigelow and Sears

(1939) presented the most complete analysis published to date o f the
continental shelf zooplankton community in the Middle A tlantic Bight,
but th e ir study suffers from the disadvantages of a volumetric survey.
Although plankton volume captured per unit of fishing e ffo rt provides
a rough estimate of abundance, volumetric analysis f a ils to highlight
population phenomena which are important in understanding community
processes.

Sears and Clarke (1940) explored the annual v a r ia b ility of

the dominant zooplankton species in the area, but again based th e ir
studies on volumetric analysis and distinctions cannot be made between
fluctuations based on numbers of individuals in a population and those
based on re la tiv e sizes of individuals.

Grice and Hart (1962)

discussed the movement o f "oceanic" indicator species between Bermuda
and Rhode Island but they indicated that such movements are seasonal
in nature.
None of these authors was in a position to discuss the effects of
anti cyclonic Gulf Stream eddies on the continental shelf zooplankton
community since the eddies have been followed in d etail only since the
advent of infrared s a t e llite imagery.

It~ is possible, though, that

the community structure described in th is presentation is not typical
of the continental shelf of the Middle A tlantic Bight.

A series of

anomalous events occurred in the area throughout period studied
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(Ingham 1979).

The mild w inter of 1975-76 was followed by rapid

formation of a strong pycnocline with hypoxic conditions in the bottom
waters.

Then the severe winter of 1976-77 produced unusually strong

surface transport and subnormal temperatures throughout the water
column.

F in a lly , in 1977 an unusually large number of warm-core Gulf

Stream eddies passed through the slope water region adjacent to the
s h e lf.

In the absence of adequate comparative studies on the

zooplankton community under "normal" conditions in the area, i t is
impossible to be certain how extensive the effects o f these anomalous
conditions have been on this study.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

Four zooplankton communities are recognized on the continental

shelf of the Middle A tla n tic Bight based on th is study of planktonic
molluscs.
a.

These are:
A sub-arctic community, represented in the molluscs by L.
retroversa, P_. d o liifo rm is , and C_. lim acina.

This assemblage

is advected down the central shelf region from the northeast
in the la te f a l l .

I t then spreads in the winter to the south

and to the outer sh e lf.

Peak abundance is reached in spring

throughout the northern part of the study area.

During

s tr a tifie d conditions of summer a remnant population is
confined to the "cold pool".
b.

A Gulf Stream community, represented by L. trochiform is, C.
lo n g iro s tris , C. virg u la , A. peroni, and A. gaudichaudi.
This assemblage of weak v e rtic a l migrators is introduced onto
the Middle A tlan tic Bight continental shelf across the shelf
edge fro n t in occasional intrusions which result from the
passage of anti cyclonic Gulf Stream eddies offshore of the
shelf break.

c . A depth lim ited warm water community, probably also of Gulf
Stream o rig in , represented by L. in f la t a . L. bulimoides, J..
1esueuri, and C. in f 1exa.

This assemblage of strong vertic al

migrators is confined offshore of the 100 m isobath because
130
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the extent of th e ir d aily vertic al migration is greater than
the bottom depths on the continental sh e lf,
d.

A coastal community, represented by the larvae o f ] . , peal ei
and of E. directus.

This assemblage is found in coastal

water of local origin and is generally confined within a
coastal boundary layer.
2.

This community structure is maintained by a complex interaction of

water temperature and s a lin it y , bottom depth, the effe cts of nearby
mesoscale eddies, and meteorological events which are responsible fo r
boundary layer conditions, surface transport, s tr a tific a tio n and
mixing o f the water column.

Other factors such as biological

interactions are undoubtedly involved as w ell.
3.

The zooplankton community of the continental slope and ris e is

more complex than th at o f the continental sh e lf.

Euneustonic species

and non-migrators are excluded from the shelf by offshore surface
d r i f t whereas meso- and bathypelagic species are excluded by reduced
bottom depths.
4.

The lim ited zooplankton community interaction between the

Chesapeake Bay and the coastal continental shelf indicated by th is
study probably underestimates the importance of such interactions.
The results of th is study do, however, show transport of coastal shelf
species into the bottom waters on the eastern side of the Bay.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF DISTRIBUTIONAL DATA
The following table summarizes distribution of a ll taxa
id e n tifie d to genus or species.

"Total S" is the number of samples

which collected the taxon, including a ll study areas, gear types,
mesh sizes, and times.

"Max ab" is the maximum abundance collected

fo r each taxon, expressed as number captured per 100 m3 filte r e d .
"Surf temp." and "surf salin ." are the temperature and s a lin ity of
surface samples which collected the taxon.
on a ll collections o f the taxon.

"Bottom depth" is based

All means and standard deviations

were computed using abundance (number per 100 m3) as a weighting
factor (Nie e t a l. 1975).

Numbers o f samples used to compute means

and standard deviations are available from the author on request.
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Limacina sp.
L. retroversa
L. trochiformis
L. lesueuri
L. bulimoides
L. in fla ta
L. helicoides
Cavolinia sp.
C. longirostris
C. uncinata
C. in flexa
C. trid en tata
C. gibbosa
C. acicula
C. virquia
C. v. virgula
D. trispinosa
D. quadridentata
H. s tria ta
C. pyramidata
C. cuspidata
C. balantium
C. p o lita
C. columnella
S. subula
Peraclis sp.
P. reticu lata
C. peroni
Corolla sp.
C. spectabilis
D. papilio

TOTAL
S

MAX
AB

4
345
193
22
35
92
9
6
117
67
60
10
1
21
174
16
30
23
48
7
2
3
1
6
9
2
7
3
1
17
12

1152 ^
1.3x106
9813
21
69
597
1
16
184
1131
60
5
2
54
768
120
54
20
64
2
1
1
1
2
4
3
1
2
2
15
43

SURF. TEMP.
MAX MIN
X
22.4
22.9
26.6
23.1
25.8
25.8
18.9
25.8
26.6
25.7
25.9
24.3
18.2
25.7
26.6
26.6
21.0
25.7
25.7
23.1
23.8
25.0
-

15.2
2.7
10.8
8.1
13.8
8.1
18.9
18.2
15.1
9.2
11.7
9.2
18.2
18.9
10.3
20.1
11.7
11.8
11.8
15.2
17.8
18.2

1

22.4
13.3
23.0
20.3
21.4
22.7
18.9
25.4
23.4
24.7
17.0
18.6
18.2
24.5
23.0
25.5
17.8
18.4
22.5
18.4
21.2
23.6

0.3
3.1
2.9
3.4
2.2
1.6
0.0
0.9
1.9
2.2
6.0
3.5
0.0
1.7
2.9
1.2
4.1
2.4
3.0
3.7
7.9
0.0

-

-

18.2 11.7 15.0 4.5
19.2 18.2 18.5 0.5
15.2 15.2 15.2 0.0
-

_
_

_
_

24.8 24.8 24.8 0.0

SURF. SALIN.
MAX MIN
X
s
35.8
35.7
36.7
36.5
36.7
36.7
36.6
36.7
36.6
36.7
36.6
35.6
36.6
36.6
36.6
36.6
36.6
36.7
36.4
36.7
35.8
36.6

32.2
30.6
31.6
33.1
32.3
32.4
36.6
32.7
31.5
31.7
34.3
32.6
36.6
32.3
31.5
31.7
33.1
34.8
31.6
34.5
35.2
34.8

32.2
33.1
34.6
35.0
34.2
34.7
36.6
34.8
33.3
34.5
34.8
35.2
36.6
34.4
34.5
34.8
35.1
35.6
33.2
35.7
35.5
35.2

0.1
1.0
0.7
0.7
1.4
0.5
0.0
0.8
1.3
0.9
0.5
1.0
0.0
1.1
1.1
0.6
1.0
0.4
1.0
0.9
0.,8
0.0

-

-

-

-

36.6 35.6 36.2 0.6
36.7 36.4 36.6 0.1
35.8 35.8 35.8 0.0
_
_

_
_

_
_

_
_

31.7 31.7 31.7 0.0

BOTTOM DEPTH
MIN
X
s.
16.0
7.3
23.0
41.0
37.2
36.6
340.0
97.0
26.0
36.6
42.0
39.0
4800.0
42.0
13.7
40.0
97.0
86.0
31.0
93.0
359.0
985.0
75.0
109.0
1940.0
150.0
49.0
128.0
42.0
64.0
85.0

21.1
88.4
1051.4
1563.4
1048.8
1319.1
2924.0
232.6
131.8
106.4
333.4
265.1
4800.0
441.1
517.6
184.4
1776.9
351.5
182.3
2533.4
1262.4
1603.5
75.0
711.5
4387.0
1473.5
387.7
128.0
42.0
82.7
463.3

91.4
88.4
961.7
1256.0
1724.9
1035.7
3903.4
254.2
226.3
161.3
608.7
150.1
0.0
796.6
785.0
382.1
850.0
726.1
443.0
1144.8
2070.0
2664.7
0.0
1231.6
885.2
1160.3
754.9
0.0
0.0
28.9
670.3
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TAXON

TOTAL
S

MAX
AB

P. a tla n ti cum
C. macrochira
Pneumodermopsis sp.
P.. paucidens
£. pupula?
P. canephora?
P. doliiform is
C:. limacina
P. loncncaudata
TT. macdonaldT
C. macrochaeta
£. krohni
Thliptodon sp.
T. di aphanos
A tlanta sp.
A. peroni
A. fusca
A. gaudichaudi
A. in fla ta
A. in clin ata
A. helicinoides
A. lesueuri
.P. soul eye t i
(). keraudrenii
C. lamarcki
P.. scutata
P.. hippocampus
£. coronata
£. desmaresti
£. spirula

20
3
2
18
1
1
229
34
62
29
1
2
1
1
14
192
10
154
4
25
29
3
17
12
34
2
1
1
69
1

15
4
111
8
5
20 „
1.7xl04
227
1018
56
<1
1
<1
1
853
2214
76
489
10
5
640
256
16
9
129
2
<1
1
160
<1

SURF. TEMP.
x
MAX MIN
23.3

s

9.2 18.9 4.3

_

_

SURF. SALIN.
MAX MIN
X
£
36.6 33.5 34.4 0.8
_

-

-

25.5 22.2 24.2 1.1

34.9 31.7 33.5 1.0

25.8 3.8 22.4 2.9
20.3 15.3 16.7 1.6
26.6 18.1 25.2 1.0
25.5 12.0 21.7 2.9

36.4
33.4
36.0
35.8

23.3 23.3 23.3 0.0

32.2 32.2 32.2 0.0

25.8
26.6
25.3
25.9
23.6
24.2
25.8
18.8
25.7
23.2
25.8
17.0

13.7
9.4
18.2
9.5
20.4
13.7
11.5
18.8
13.7
17.0
11.8
17.0

24.2
22.1
21.7
20.8
20.7
21.0
25.2
18.8
20.4
20.8
24.3
17.0

1.0
2.7
1.2
4.3
1.0
2.2
1.4
0.0
2.6
2.9
1.6
0.0

9.8 9.8 9.8 0.0
26.6 17.0 22.7 1.9
-

35.8
36.7
36.6
36.6
33.6
36.7
35.4
36.7
36.7
36.7
36.7
35.7

31.9
32.1
31.7
32.1

32.2
30.7
31.6
31.5
33.1
32.2
32.4
36.7
34.9
30.7
34.3
35.7

34.5
32.8
34.6
34.8

35.1
33.7
33.9
33.9
33.2
35.2
34.6
36.7
36.0
34.2
34.7
35.7

1.1
0.5
0.7
1.0

0.2
1.0
0.9
1.2
0.2
1.2
0.7
0.0
0.5
1.8
0.3
0.0

33.9 33.9 33.9 0.0
36.0 31.6 33.5 1.6
-

BOTTOM DEPTH
s_
MIN
£
65.2
128.0
150.0
39.0
1940.0
1940.0
16.0
32.0
36.6
41.0
1940.0
64.0
128.0
64.0
42.0
12.2
42.0
20.0
105.5
62.8
37.2
2280.0
86.0
12.2
62.2
86.0
340.0
310.0
37.2
3000.0

217.2
128.0
154.8
437.5
1940.0
1940.0
265.0
88.0
130.2
220.8
1940.0
96.0
128.0
64.0
1456.7
408.0
233.6
382.0
146.5
1307.8
134.0
2296.5
1117.0
403.1
998.3
106.5
340.0
310.0
187.9
3000.0

479.8
0.0
89.0
880.0
0.0
1940.0
599.5
41.3
77.3
147.3
0.0
45.3
0.0
0.0
788.1
707.8
311.3
748.6
276.7
1798.3
244.1
216.4
1649.4
629.2
1032.6
102.8
0.0
0.0
157.0
0.0
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Rossia spp.
S. leucoptera
Loliqo sp.
L. pealei
Ommastrephes sp.
I ll e x sp.
I . illecebrosus
0. anti 11 arum
0. banksii
A. veranyi
A. red fie ld i
Abraliopsis sp.
A. morissii
P. qiardT"
T. alessandrini
0. megaptera
H istio teu this sp.
B. beanii
B. r iis e i
C. sicula
B. ab.yssicola
D. discus?
T. megalops
"P. pacificus"
A. argo
A. hians
0. vulgaris
S. unicirrhus
S. v irid is
L. irro ra ta
A1 vania? sp.

TOTAL
S

MAX
AB

13
2
1
53
5
8
21
4
1
4
2
6
5
6
12
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
5
2
10
1
4
13
2

1
<1
1
71
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
<1
<1
<1
1
<1
1
<1
<1
1
1
1
<1
11
27
3

SURF. TEMP.
X
MAX MIN

s_

SURF. SALIN
MAX MIN
X

s.

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

25.0
25.3
19.2
25.0
24.6
18.2

10.5
18.2
19.0
10.3
24.6
18.2

20.6
22.8
19.2
14.5
24.6
18.2

2.9
5.7
0.2
4.5
0.0
0.0

34.0
36.6
36.4
35.8
34.9
36.7

31.6
32.6
36.4
32.0
34.9
36.7

32.3
34.5
36.4
34.1
34.9
36.7

0.5
3.2
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10.3 10.3 10.3 0.0
17.6 17.6 17.6 0.0
8.1 8.1 8.1 0.0
19.1 18.2 18.7 0.6

35.1
35.8
34.9
36.6

35.1
35.8
34.9
36.6

35.1
35.8
34.9
36.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

18.2 18.2 18.2 0.0
18.2 18.2 18.2 0.0

36.7 36.7 36.7 0.0
36.6 36.6 36.6 0.0

22.3 18.5 20.5 2.1
22.2 22.2 22.2 0.0
22.5 19.2 21.0 1.7

36.7 33.1 35.1 1.8
34.7 34.7 34 7 0.0
36.4 33.2 34.7 1.5

_

_

_

-

25.0 22.5 23.8 1.4
25.5 9.0 11.6 6.6
27.9 27.0 27.7 0.5

-

-

-

-

35.2 34.3 34.8 0.5
23.1 15.6 16.8 3.0
16.7 14.4 16.1 1.2

BOTTOM DEPTH
MIN
X
s_
23.0
340.0
350.0
13.7
85.0
39.0
16.4
46.0
3000.0
85.0
350.0
65.8
150.0
65.8
85.0
136.0
3000.0
381.0
3000.0
3000.0
340.0
97.0
3000.0
3000.0
65.2
335.4
107.0
132.0
985.0
6.1
7.0

107.9
350.0
350.0
26.6
552.6
532.4
257.3
83.5
3000.0
488.7
825.8
130.8
274.7
187.5
163.7
136.0
3540.0
1160.5
3000.0
3900.0
340.0
97.0
3000.0
3000.0
2237.3
335.4
1363.6
132.0
2794.2
16.3
10.2

76.3
14.1
0.0
14.6
1300.5
1329.7
233.8
32.4
0.0
1528.0
3116.4
89.4
489.5
170.5
89.5
0.0
763.7
1102.4
0.0
1272.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3049.1
0.0
1704.8

0.0
540.4
6.9
2.2
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P. krebsii
C. pulchellum
Cerithiopsis spp.
L. melanostoma
Triphora sp.
Epitoniun spp.
Janthina sp.
J. janthina
J. exiqua
R. rollandiana?
Credipula sp.
T riv ia sp.
C. spurca?
C. cinerea?
Simnia sp.
Neosimnia sp.
L. tris e r ia ta
P. duplicatus?
Lamellaria spp.
P. qranulatum
C. parthenopeum
C. nicobaricum
C. varieqata
Bursa? sp.

I* galea

T. maculosa
Thais sp.
Nassarius spp.
N_. vibex
N. obsoletus
Conus sp.

TOTAL
S
7
1
6
42
4
14
1
6
2
1
1
1
5
1
3
6
1
1
19
9
10
7

6
1
13
2
5
15
17
3
1

MAX
AB
18
5
6
176
1
18
1
5
4
1
1
1
1
<1
<1
1
1
2
8
7
1
2
1
<1
5
<1
1
2446
300
5
1

SURF. TEMP.
x
MAX MIN
20.1
25.5
25.5
25.8
23.1
27.8
25.7
20.1
22.3
23.1
-

18.2
25.5
23.1
16.2
23.1
27.1
25.7
18.2
18.3
23.1

19.6
25.5
24.5
22.2
23.1
27.2
25.7
19.3
18.7
23.1

-

s
0.0
0.0
1.9
3.3
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.9
1.4
0.0
-

19.2 19.2 19.2 0.0
-

-

-

22.1 21.3 21.7 0.6
22.3 22.3 22.3 0.0
-

-

25.8
23.8
18.9
20.1
18.9

18.2
23.8
18.9
18.2
11.0

-

-

20.6
23.8
18.9
19.8
14.8

SURF. SALIN.
s
MAX MIN x
36.7
23.1
34.5
36.7
34.5
18.7
34.9
36.7
35.7
34.5
-

36.6
23.1
23.1
32.1
34.5
18.3
34.9
36.6
34.9
34.5
-

36.6
23.1
27.7
35.1
34.5
18.3
34.9
36.6
35.6
34.5
-

36.4 36.4 36.4 0.0
-

-

-

34.7 33.1 33.9 1.1
34.6 34.6 34.6 0.0

-

-

-

-

2.9
0.0
0.0
0.8
0.0

36.6
35.2
36.6
36.7
36.6

30.7
35.2
36.6
36.4
35.8

35.1
35.2
36.6
36.6
36.2

-

-

-

-

0.1
0.0
8.8
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0

2.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0

22.0 18.2 20.6 3.5

36.6 32.3 34.8 5.6

19.2
24.3
27.2
25.5
20.1

36.4
35.2
23.1
23.1
36.6

11.8
9.5
25.5
25.5
20.1

18.1
21.6
27.0
25.5
20.1

6.9
1.6
0.3
0.0
0.0

35.3
31.9
17.8
23.1
36.6

36.2
32.1
18.4
23.1
36.6

1.0
0.4
0.6
0.0
0.0

BOTTOM DEPTH
MIN
X
s
75.0 2194.7
-

6.1
43.9
150.0
6.1
150.0
350.0
112.8
2280.0
9.1
3980.0
300.0
300.0
350.0
43.0
65.2
23.0
12.2
97.0
75.0
350.0
274.0
2340.0
35.1
300.0
49.0
16.0
6.1
8.6
4370.0

-

466.7
871.4
1346.3
72.3
150.0
3720.2
331.6
2280.0
9.1
3980.0
1812.1
300.0
1656.7
188.9
65.2
23.0
691.4
1698.4
1764.2
3021.2
1556.3
2340.0
2117.9
1320.0
2859.1
17.1
7.9
10.2
4370.0

597.3
-

1013.9
938.4
1436.6
271.0
0.0
888.9
87.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
1633.8
0.0
1132.0
165.0
0.0
0.0
1337.0
1379.8
1776.1
1745.3
3160.3
0.0
1507.9
1442.5
2718.5
31.8
1.7
1.2
0.0
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Ac!is sp.
Balcis sp.
Co ralliop hila sp.
D. minuta?
P. tarda
D. obscura
S. pelagica
D. pygmaea
F. pinnata
G. marinus
M. bidentatus
M. edulis
Modiolus sp.
A. qlyptus
C. mactracea
L. mortoni
C. pinnulatum
V. pholadiformis
T. a g ilis
D. v a ria b ilis
E. directus
S. virid is?
M. la te ra lis
S. solidissima?
T. naval is
L. h.yalina
"P. henseni"

TOTAL
S

MAX
AB

3
5
2
1
3
7
3
4
2
1
12
11
2
3
17
2
6
1
21
2
33
1
34
1
6
4
63

1
1
3
<1
5
12
4
24
2
2
35
7777
1
<1
213
2
9
1
20
2
488
7
703
1
32
48
11

SURF. TEMP.
MAX MIN
x

s.

SURF. SALIN.
MAX MIN. x.
s.

22.2 22.5 22.5 0.0
22.3 22.3 22.3 0.0

34.3 34.3 34.3 0.0
34.9 34.9 34.9 0.0

25.7
25.7
25.7
25.7
25.7
22.5

22.3 21.8 22.0 0.4

35.7
35.7
35.7
35.7
34.9
35.4
32.2
34.6

25.6 14.5 23.9 1.0

35.7 34.5 35.0 0.3

16.9
17.9
18.3
17.0
25.7
5.8

19.7
18.9
23.1
19.2
25.7
20.8

3.4
2.5
3.5
4.8
0.0
3.6

2 1.2 21.2 2 1.2 0 .0

16.2 16.2 16.2 0.0
16.3 2.8 11.5 5.8
25.6 25.6 25.6 0.0
13.8 2.3 7.8 2.6

34.2
32.0
34.2
34.6
34.8

27.8

2 .8

2.8

2 . 8 0.0

33.5
34.9
34.9
34.9
34.9
32.1
32.2
34.6

34.2
32.0
13.2
34.6
15.6

35.3
35.6
35.2
35.5
34.9
33.8
32.2
34.6

34.2
32.0
26.7
34.6
19.3

0.7
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.0
1.1
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
9.8
0.0
7.5

2.8 26.4 3.4

34.2 14.4 18.7 2.5

25.8 22.5 25.6 0.6

35.2 34.3 34.9 0.1

25.6 10.5 20.8 5.0

36.7 33.1 35.2 1.0

BOTTOM DEPTH
MIN.
x
s.
1940.0
150.0
112.8
38.0
47.0
85.0
85.0
85.0
85.0
109.0
20.0
6.1
65.2
91.0
85.0
7.3
18.0
16.4
6.1
8.6
6.1
9.1
4.4
107.0
85.0
6.1
37.2

2110.0 240.4
1484.7 1082.9
1226.4 1574.9
38.0
0.0
47.4
2.3
197.3 294.6
249.7 145.2
283.8 133.4
85.8
0.4
109.0
0.0
239.8 143.0
31.7
2.7
65.2
0.0
179.3 139.4
1270.6 926.0
10.5
4.5
5.8
36.9
16.4
0.0
10.9
5.9
168.4 191.9
15.3
6.4
9.1
0.0
3.8
9.4
107.0
0.0
225.9 459.4
13.3
1.7
863.2 1360.9

APPENDIX B
MEROPLANKTON CAPTURES BY MONTH
The following table presents the months in which meroplanktonic genera and species were collected.

Since none o f the

study areas was sampled during a ll months i t is important that
blank months not be interpreted as absence of the taxon during that
month.
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4

5

6

MONTH
7

8

9

JO

II

Ji

£. spirula
Rossi a spp.
S.. leucoptera
Loligo sp.
L pealei
Ommastrephes sp.
IH e x sp.
l7 iHecebrosus
0. anti 11 arum
0. banksii
A. veran.vi
A. red fie ld i
Abraliopsis sp.
A. morissii
JP. gi ardi
T. alessandrini
0. megaptera
Histio teu this sp.
B. beanii
B. rn s e i
C. sicula
BL abyssicola
J). discus?
T. megalops
"P. pacificus11
A. argo
~K. hi ans
0. vulgaris
S. unicirrhus
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TAXON
S.. v irid is
L, i rrorata
A1vania? sp.
P. krebsii
C. pulchellum
Cerithiopsis spp.
Triphora sp.
Epitomum spp.
Credipula sp.
T riv ia sp.
C. spurca?
iC. cinerea?
Simnia sp.
Neosimnia sp.
L tris e r ia ta
£. duplicatus?
Lame11aria spp.
P. granuTatum
C. parthenopeum
C. nicobaricum
C^. variegata
Bursa? sp.
T. galea
T. maculosa
Thais sp.
Nassarius spp.
N_. vi bex
N_. obsoletus
Conus sp.

1

2

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
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